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Foreword 
 

The peaceful atmosphere of this Sunday evening is 
guaranteed by a telephone blackout and enlightened by the 
last bottle of Delheim Riesling 1965.1 

 

The past?  

What shall I say? What to remember, what to discard? 

Did I do the right thing, at the right time?  

Or did I waste those precious young years?  

One of the saddest things in our lives is that we never realise how much 

fun we can have, how fully we should exploit those wonderful years of 

physical and mental supremacy.  

I now have a full 75 years of experience and sadly comprehend that all 

those remarkable years, all those noteworthy moments, will never be in my 

grasp again.  

Those agonising years, when love in all its forms drove us into ecstasy, 

have been replaced by only a flickering flame of sentiment to indicate that we 

are still alive.  

                                                      

1 Excerpt from Delheim newsletter: November 1970. One of the first, if not the first, typed 

newsletter sent to a Cape wine farm’s regular customers, it was usually written, longhand, by 

Spatz himself, late on a Sunday evening. 
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Why did we not recognise that those years of our thirties and forties were 

the years when everything was possible?  

For me personally, the starting gates in South Africa were always so much 

further back than those of my localy born compatriots.  

So many years were spent – almost wasted – just learning the command of 

local customs and skills so easily picked up by my peers who had been born 

into this world. Languages, habits, political participation, all were denied to me 

as I had no ancestry here and I often felt as though I did not really fit in.  

No wonder I was known as “die blêrrie Duitser”! I guess that was reason 

enough to keep my German passport; I couldn’t help but remain true to the 

identity I was born with. 

But, my national heritage aside, coming from the more immediate milieu of 

war, where butter on my bread – when there was even bread – had become 

the most important part of my life, was perhaps far more significant than 

anything else.  

It took years of adaptation.  

Much later, one realises that the art of success is to sieve out the minor 

points for the sake of issues of importance.  

Only those greater issues should lead one on, provide the seeds of one’s 

vision. Without an academic base, the “trial and error” factor has one swaying 
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from one loose end to the other, learning along the way how to build 

a foundation upon which to base one’s life.  

There are many episodes of my life missing here. However, the writings 

and photographs that follow will tell enough of my life.  

The purpose of this exercise was not to tell everything in detail, but to 

enlighten my children and grandchildren – and anybody else interested – 

about Pappa Sperling’s life in Africa! 

In the 50 plus years I’ve spent away from my Heimat, I returned to Europe 

and Germany at least 40 times.  

Every time I left Europe, I would cry and cry, but I would always come back 

and always to Delheim.  

Why?  

I suspect the “thin golden thread” is to blame! 2   

Something must have made me stay here.  

                                                      

2 See the final chapter on Vera! 
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But it remains an unknown force that told me:  

This is your purpose in life. Do not fight it!  

Thus Africa must have been good for my destiny, otherwise I would not 

have kept returning to it.  

And if I take into account my marginal academic training and my lack of 

financial acumen, then Africa was indeed most forgiving!  

Where else in the world could I have procured such a beautiful estate, 

which now bears all the marks of a lifetime’s effort?  

If the “thin golden thread” is to blame for my “oeuvre”, than let it be!  

It did a good job and let us thank fate that it was so forgiving. 

What does the future hold for us?  

For me, at 75, there is no longer one!  

Gespaar deur die goedheid van die Here, I now live to serve my children.  

And try and give forgiveness and tolerance to those around me.  

I am happy to feel the dedication of all those who continue to keep me 

afloat.  

Africa was good to me, and I sincerely hope my children can one day say 

the same … 
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There were many goals in my life. Many were about exploring, about 

prestige. But none was so fullfilling and all-encompassing as my offsprings, 

growing up in a parent-child togetherness.  

There is always a Pappa, always a child, no matter how old we become ...  

A lot of effort is needed to make the relationship work, but children require 

primarily one thing: TIME, PRECIOUS TIME!    

             

               

 

Michael Rudolf – “Rudi” - our first grandchild 
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First Impressions 
 

Hundertmal am Tag denke ich an Sie und stelle mir eben in 
Geiste alles vor, wie es bei Ihnen sein wird und hoffe sobald 
wie möglich zu Ihnen kommen zu können.3 

 

My first contact with South Africa came in 1949 during a visit by Hans-Otto 

Hoheisen and his wife Del to Switzerland, from where friends, family and good 

Samaritans were allowed to enter battered post-war Germany for one day to 

visit and bring food parcels for the starving population.  

I was living in the town of my birth, Tettnang, in the south of Germany near 

the Swiss border, with my mother Gabriele Von Malchus/Sperling. I had just 

completed my schooling. 

A refugium after the war for those members of the family who had lost their 

own "Bleibe". 

With Germany, and much of Europe, devastated by World War II, my mother 

did not see a very bright future for her first-born son.  

 

                                                      

3 Copy of letter by Spatz Sperling, Tettnang, Oberhof, Germany, to Hans Hoheisen, Cape 

Town, dated 12 November 1950. 
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Having made contact with her cousin Del Hoheisen who was living on 

a wine and fruit farm in South Africa, she saw an opportunity for me, and set 

to work persuading the Hoheisens to take me on as a farmhand.  

However, before I was admitted as an immigrant to South Africa, I had to 

provide some proof of a specialist qualification, besides my one year’s course 

at an agricultural college (my only formal qualificat ion). 

My viticulture and oenology "degree" was subsequently obtained in just one 

afternoon! My "practical" was done on the south-facing wall of the main house 

on an apple farm near Tettnang.  

Against that wall grew the only vine. I was handed a pair of secateurs to 

assist the "boss" in pruning the vine. As it was summer and the vine was in full 

bearing, we were, of course, not allowed to prune too much. So after ten 

minutes of instruction on how and what to prune, I was considered a qualified 

viticulturist.  

To earn my degree as an oenologist, I had to accompany the boer down 

into the underground cellar which was home to vegetables and a few bottles 

of wine.  

We selected a flagon, uncorked it and drank. Soon the bottle was finished 

and the farmer sent me on my way with a hearty embrace, declaring me 

a highly qualified oenologist!  
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For a poor young refugee whose greatest endeavour to date had been to 

steal enough food to help feed the rest of his family during and just after the 

devastation of World War II, such instruction and experience did indeed make 

me feel as though I could tackle any job. 

After that first meeting with the Hoheisens, it took another two years of 

preparation and ongoing correspondence to fulfill my mother’s endeavour. My 

departure from Tettnang had been very emotional. My mother and beloved 

Grossmutter – we all called her Ami – had come to bid me farewell at 

Ravensburg Station. I stood in the rear of the last carriage and watched my 

Heimat slowly receed until the train track was just a thin, endless cord trailing 

behind. 

I arrived in London the next day after a ferry trip across the Channel and 

was met by a Thomas Cook Travel agent who was supposed to help this 

naïve young boy find his way around.  

Of course, it was just my luck that he turned out to be Spanish and, as 

I could speak no English, our communication was null und zero. He 

unceremoniously dumped me at a one-star hotel somewhere, leaving me to 

venture out on my own and find something to eat.  

Settling down in some or other restaurant, I embarked upon the laborious 

process of making myself understood to the waiter. In trying to ask for a steak 

(Kann ich bitte ein Steak bekommen) I demanded to “become” a steak!  

“I hope you never do, Sir!” answered the waiter. 
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The following morning, at the offices of Thomas Cook, I was handed a boat 

ticket and £10 in “pocket money”.  

The cabin reservation was for tourist class. My pleas, in broken English, to 

at least be allocated a 2nd class ticket – to avoid spending the next 14 days in 

steerage – were not registered. What a pleasant surprise, therefore, when 

I boarded the Winchester Castle the next day, to find myself sharing a cabin 

with just three Navy cadets.  

The voyage to Cape Town was largely uneventful.  

I vividly remember that the fried herring I had for breakfast early on in the 

trip did not quite agree with my stomach during the crossing of the Bay of 

Biscay.  

And I had my first exposure to the “gay” world.  

When one moonlit night, I was standing on deck at the stern of the boat, 

I was approached by a very smooth, good-looking gentleman, who asked me 

my name.  

"Michael," I growled, suspiciously.  

"Wonderful! Michael ...", he murmured.  

But, after receiving the message that his attention was not welcome, he 

said:  

"Well, Michael, I will never forget your beautiful nose!" 
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I learned a few lessons in dealing with English waiters whilst on board.  

Once, I ordered a Schweppes Sparkling Lemon. It cost twopence and 

I grandly gave the waiter a penny (one cent) as a tip. He gracefully returned it.  

So imagine my disappointment when, to celebrate my last day on the boat, 

I ordered a Schweppes Sparkling Lemon WITH a tot of gin at the great cost of  

sixpence (five cents), and the waiter actually accepted my tip.  

I was made to understand that silver was more valuable than copper. And a 

waiter was worth more than a penny.  

Taking stock of my financial position upon disembarking in Cape Town, 

I discovered that of my £10 pocket money, I had spent £3.3 shillings and 

sixpence.  

My credit balance in relation to my total assets was never again to be so 

good!  

After 50 years in Africa my debts exceed my credit by a million to one as 

per January 2005! 

So I was feeling quite proud of myself when I arrived in Table Bay Harbour, 

only to find no friendly face to greet me.  

My attempts to get the customs officials to help me find a place to store my 

luggage while I explored Cape Town failed.  
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Where can I “let” my luggage (Wo kann ich meine Tasche lassen)? made 

no sense to the Customs Official. Why does this youngster want to “let” his 

bags to us?  

So I waited and about two hours later a tall gentleman in a red leather coat 

arrived: my mentor, Hans-Otto Hoheisen. The pounds he handed out opened 

doors and I was allowed to claim my one solitary suitcase – Customs initially 

refused to return it as I did not have the "right papers"! 

It was raining, cold and miserable. Black people on the street looked 

blacker than I had imagined, especially as they were dressed in dull old army 

issue coats, the post-war uniform of a poor British colonial.  

Mr Hoheisen was not a great conversationalist. Our drive out of the city, 

with its palm tree-lined streets that looked so exotic to me, was spent in 

silence. Except for two questions:  

"Michael, do you understand English?"  

After a few more miles, a second question:  

"Michael, how is your Afrikaans?"  

It was never clear to me how Hans Hoheisen had expected some 

knowledge of the Afrikaans language from a 20-year-old who had seldom 

been outside his German hometown and who had spent the war-torn years of 

his teens fighting to keep hunger at bay.  

Learning Afrikaans was not one of my main priorities back then!  
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It was "Tantchen" or "Tante Del", as Hoheisen’s wife was fondly known, 

who gave me a warm welcome to this beautiful valley after seemingly endless 

miles of rainy roads, including the final stretch which was gravel (a novelty to 

me).  

A second welcome came from a German-speaking lady of advanced age: 

Annemie Canitz, then still owner of Muratie with its charming Cape Dutch farm 

house.4  

"You are now on Hans’ neighbouring farm, so it is not far to your new home 

in Africa," were her kind words.  

"Tantchen" was a younger version of Ms Canitz, a woman of the earth with 

her rasperhande, hands roughened from working in the garden and on the 

farm.  

After a motherly reception, she advised me to relax and spend the next 

couple of days looking around.  

                                                      

4 Of course, as now, we had to pass through her property to reach the Hoheisen place. 
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On the Saturday they would be taking me to the local magistrate’s office to 

fill in immigration forms. 

Saturday morning, at 9am on the dot, I was ready, dressed in my best 

clothes: green hunter’s shirt, riding breeches and riding boots – only the SS 

cap was missing!  

Tante Del was advised by Hans to point out to me that this was not quite 

the correct attire for a young German to make his debut in an English colony 

post Second World War!  

Some days later the local farmhands were to be seen sporting beautifully 

cut breeches and a very expensive pair of Prussian riding boots: special items 

of clothing that I had once been so proud of. 

With the realisation that there was little room for sentiment, came a feeling 

that the embryonic chord with my Heimatland had been severely tested. 

 

 

Der “Oberhof” – 

birthplace of  

mine – 19/7/1930 –   

a country castle 

belonging to the von 

Malchus family.  
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Family History (World War) 
 

Now here I am in Africa and the winds of change are upon 
us; I certainly hope the tragedy of Ludwigsruh will never be 
repeated … 5 

 

First let me explain my link to the Hoheisens.  

Del Hoheisen (née von Maidel) was my mother’s cousin, a niece of my 

maternal grandmother Nora von Malchus.  

The von Malchus clan were of noble descent, but had been left penniless 

during the First World War after being deported to Germany from German 

Estonia on the Baltic Sea – later to become a Russian Republic in the now-

defunct Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR).  

My father’s family was of West Prussian extraction and had found 

themselves similarly impoverished after the First World War when Germans in 

what became the Polish Republic in 1918 were discriminated against as being 

"foreign" elements.  

                                                      

5 Spatz recalling the destruction of the Sperling estate in Germany during World War II. 
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The Prussian minority never knew to which “super power” they belonged – 

Russia or Germany – a schizophrenic situation that was vividly reflected in the 

national character.  

The Sperling family belonged to an elite Prussian “tribe” that had settled in 

the Posen region some 150 years earlier at the command of the Prussian king 

who wanted to turn this agricultural jewel into an outpost of his empire.  

 
                        Gabi   Hans                        Friends & Colleagues 
 

 
 

As seen from today (2005) the scene depicts an era only seen in the bioscope. 

Christening of my sister Annette, Dresden 1938. 
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Posen was the provincial capital and the main regional towns were 

Hohensalza and Bromberg near the Weichsel River.  

The Sperling Estate – a "Rittergut" 6 called Ludwigsruh – near the city of 

Thorn, had been in the family’s possession for nearly two centuries.  

In 1939 my paternal family consisted of the matriarch Käthe and her five 

children – two sons and three daughters.  

Heinz and Hilde were assisting her with the running of Ludwigsruh.  

Daughter Edith had married a doctor and settled in Aue.  

My father Hans, the younger brother, had to leave for an alternative 

position as the Rittergut could only support one male on the farm. Due to lack 

of finance he could only consider a millitary career and subsequently left in 

1923 to join the German permanent force, the  "100 000 Mann Heer".  

All went well until 9 September 1939 when the German Reich declared war 

on Poland, setting World War II in motion. 

The Germans steamrollered the Polish army into oblivion.  During the 

latter’s chaotic retreat, they killed any German they encountered, and  burned 

their properties.  

Uncle Heinz, Tante Hilde and Omi (my grandmother) fled into the forest to 

hide, but were trapped in a barn.  

                                                      

6 A settler farm granted to those of noble descent. 
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My uncle and his male friends were executed on the fourth day of the 

German occupation of Poland.  

My father, who was by then a colonel in the German army, was just a day 

too late to save his brother.  

Everything on the farm, except the main house and the cow stable, was 

burnt to the ground, twice in two decades. 

In typical Ameisen (ant) fashion, the women of the Sperling family set about 

rebuilding Ludwigsruh, reassured by Hitler’s promise of German rule for the 

next 1000 years, the so-called tausendjährige Reich.  

Ami [Grandmother Käthe Sperling] and Tante Hilde, both tough ladies, ran 

Ludwigsruh in super-Prussian fashion, driven by a deadly hatred of the Polish, 

whom they regarded as Untermenschen (sub-human).  

They believed that the Germans in Poland owed allegiance to Hitler for 

freeing us from our Polish oppressors.  

Apparently, my mother, with characteristic presence of mind, tried to 

persuade her mother-in-law to leave Eastern Europe and start anew in the 

west. However, my grandmother refused to give up her heritage. 

I was then nine years old, living with my mother, my brother Thomas (5) 

and my little sister Annette (1) in Dresden where my father was stationed at 

the military barracks.  
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I had been born in Tettnang, 10km from Friedrichshafen on the shores of 

Lake Constance (Bodensee), on July 19, 1930.  

My earliest recollections of my life in Europe date back to September 1939 

and life on Ludwigsruh.  

We spent summer and winter holidays from 1939 to 1945 on Ludwigsruh in 

an unforgettable children’s “Wonderland” in a surrounding only to be seen in 

romantic soapies.  

With the Polish state gone, the Germans were in charge: we called the 

shots because we were the conquerors and the tausendjährige Reich, as 

promised by the country’s new leader, was our future! 

I have fond memories of the romantic Christmases we shared, with horse-

drawn sleigh rides through snow-covered Tannenwälder (pine forests).  

During summer break we would take the donkey cart down to the lake.  

I would also drive the Hunger Harke during harvest time. It was basically 

a horse-drawn rake, which collected the remains of the harvested wheat.  

I was the oldest of the children bearing the Sperling name and thus was 

nominated as the next heir to the "throne".  

I was presented with my very own pony. I never enjoyed riding it, because 

I was scared to hell of falling off.  

I could never call myself a good rider, shot or skier; I was born too clumsy. 
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Farming operations were carried out without a tractor or bakkie. Everything 

was done with animal horsepower.  

Each morning the horses and oxen would line up and be divided into four 

per team of horses and six per team of oxen. We had a cart and donkeys all 

to ourselves though often we were unable to get the donkeys to co-operate!  

We’d saddle them up quite easily, but as soon as we mounted them they’d 

make a beeline for the stable wall to rub us off. It was pretty painful, so we’d 

invariably jump off as soon as a wall got too close.  

The victorious donkeys would then retire to the stables, from where no 

amount of sweet talk would entice them to come out to fulfill their duty.  

I remember learning about a donkey’s endurance when, one day, we 

overworked the poor animals until the sweat was pouring off them. The farm 

manager noticed this and we were given a stern warning and a hiding for 

mistreating them.  Next time we were more considerate. 

Hunting hares was another, even more agonising experience for me, the 

clumsy one, who found little enjoyment in shooting rabbits in the woods on icy 

cold, twilight winter days.  

My father would position me on one of the horse-drawn wagons to lie in 

and wait for a rabbit. I’d pray that none wou ld show up, often making enough 

noise to frighten them away before I was forced to train a .22 rifle on the poor-

innocent animal. 
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Here I am including excerpts from a diary on life on Ludwigsruh in the year 

1855, seen through the eyes of a young agricultural student.7 

 

Dear Friend! 

The circumstances and conditions which brought me – a matriculant of 

not even 17 years of age – all of a sudden in spring 1857 from my home 

town in the South of the province of Posen8 to the Northeast of the same, 

to a manor in Kujawien9, close to the Russian border.    

My agricultural knowledge at the time hadn't much improved beyond 

Grade 610. I still remember an argument among us sixth graders whether 

groats was made from grain or directly sown and harvested. [ ... ] 

On my first morning of my being introduced into the mysteries of 

agriculture, I found myself speechless and without any understanding in 

the middle of circumstances totally alien to a grade 12 high school leaver. 

 The manor complex consisted of the main manor ("Ludwigsruh") and 

two outlying estates [Großendorf und Kreuzkrug]. I got to know the Polish 

Inspector first with whom the conctract "without mutual compensation" 

had been negotiated. He was a great amateur in my German mother 

tongue and a man without any knowledge of the extinct civilizations of the 

Egyptians, Greeks, Romans etc. and he knew nothing of the textbooks 

which created so many unpleasant hours for us with their tricky 

mathematical, physical and chemical tasks. 

 He nevertheless impressed me. Because he made such a fine figure 

on horseback and appeared to find his way with unbelievable ease 

through the industrious hurly-burly which to me was a sheer chaos. 

 He spoke Polish with such a speed that I as a German felt sorry for 

his tongue and he appeared to me as a commander-in-chief over so 

many people to be of a higher rank than the old Major commanding 

a battalion in our hometown. 

                                                      

7 "Ländlich-Kujavisches aus den Jahren 1857-1862". A report of the Offical von Grotke-

Tremessen in Ludwigsruh to a friend. Typed script. - Translated from the German. 
8 Posen: Province of Prussia from 1793 to 1919 and capital city of that province (pol. Poznán). 

90% of the territory was lost in 1919/1920 to Poland as part of the treaty of Versailles. 
9 Kujawien - Province northeast of Posen/Poznán. 
10 "Quinta" - second High School grade in the pre-war German system, beginning with Sexta = 

Grade 5, counting reversely up to grade 13: "Sexta-Quinta-Quarta-Tertia-Untersekunda-

Obersekunda- Unterprima-Oberprima".   
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At 5.30 a.m.  – in the month of May – the entire manpower had to 

assemble, like the order being issued by the inspector, after it had from 

sunrise up to this time been kept busy near the manor or on the manor 

itself. 

 When all workers had received their instructions as to the day’s work, 

the whole workforce turned around for breakfast which had to be taken by 

at 6 o'clock whereafter everyone had to go to his appointed task. 

 I was appointed to oversee a group of women and girls who had with 

the help of a small spade to remove weeds from among the wheat, 

especially one called "Ackerrade".      

 The breakfast, quickly taken, consisted of a kind of coffee which was, 

forgoing the use of a cup, drunk straight from a small iron pitcher. The 

sugar was replaced by plum jam spread on two slices of bread added. 

A slice of bread covered with lard lay ready to be  taken into the field as 

second breakfast. [...]  

 The women and girls chattered most animatedly. I didn't understand 

a word. Only now did I regret that Polish had been offered at our school 

as an optional subject only. [...]  

 At lunch table I also got to know my boss, the Major [Albert Sperling]. 

He was a tall and well-built man of about 50 years of age with an 

impressive moustache and an ever wagging head.  

A permanent guest in the house, especially at the lunch table, was the 

district commissioner, a former captain, somewhat worn-out. He was a 

bachelor, same as our chef and the object of his ridicule. 

 I also got to know the house-keeper-in-charge, a mature, not 

unattractive, full-figured unmarried Polish woman.  

 Further I got to know the accountant who is also the storehouse 

manager, the farmyard manager, the field official, one of the trainees and 

a real character of a servant called "Johann". The latter one the boss had 

brought with him from his time in the military. This servant had already 

been employed in a variety of jobs. He had been an omnibus conductor in 

Hamburg, a post conductor in Baden and somewhere in the West he had 

been a constable. Within shorter or longer periods, he had either been 

fired by the boss or had quit himself. But he always came back or was 

called back by the boss. This servant could deal best with the ranting and 

raving boss and his many idiosyncrasies which a new servant would find 

hard to get aquainted with. 

 At table the boss enquired after my name and origin just in passing. 

Starting off, I was just "thin air" to all. [...] 
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Our last day on Ludwigsruh was 25 January 1945.  

That was the day the Russian army invaded our little town of Argenau. 

It was quite a shock as Tante Hilde had just the previous day delivered her 

weekly quota of eggs to the command depot of our apparently "victorious" 

German army!  

It had taken a mere six years for a “1000-year Reich” to evaporate.  
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Ami’s eldest son, Heinz had been murdered and the owners of an estate 

that had been built up over nearly two centuries, were dispossessed in half an 

hour.  

My mother and the three of us children were at Ludwigsruh on holiday at 

that time.  

We fled back to our home in the city of Dresden. Followed by Ami and 

Tante Hilde a few days later with 16 horses and whatever they could grab and 

preserve.   

Weeks later, in February 1945, Dresden became the target of an Allied Air 

Raid which reduced this beautiful city to dust and rubble.  

Some 30 000 people were reportedly killed during one night’s raid.  

German youngsters who had not been eligible for the army had been 

required to join the Hitler Jugend as back-up to the armed forces, trained to 

give civilians assistance as the armed forces defended themselves.  

We speculated that the suburbs and Dresden's airport would be the Allied 

Forces’ target. But, instead, the bombing was directed directly onto the inner-

city where hundreds of thousands of refugees were crammed into the railway 

stations, trying to head West.  

As Klotzsche, the suburb in which we lived, was not hit, we rushed into the 

city to try and help. But Dresden had turned into a fiery hell.  
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As our school in the center of Dresden had been destroyed, all classes 

were cancelled until further notice.  

Mama had anticipated this state of affairs and had already dispatched my 

younger brother and sister to safe havens with grandmother von Malchus in 

Ravensburg.  

The family was re-united three months later when we moved on to Aue, 

a medium-sized mining town in the Erzgebirge in East Germany to stay with 

Tante Edith. Except for my father who was still in the German Army fighting on 

the eastern front on the border with Russia.  

We were then still hoping for his safe return, but were soon to learn that he 

had been executed by the Russian army in the northern part of 

Czechoslovakia – just one day after World War II had ended. 

During those last months of the war, our worst enemy was hunger. As the  

Nazis faced defeat, their once efficient food distribution system collapsed.  

Shop shelves and market tables were empty.  

We relied on stolen fruit and potatoes randomly unearthed in the fields of 

nearby farmers.  

Winter was, of course, the hardest.  

I remember the day that Tante Hilde took me “by the hand” and we walked 

from farm to farm, begging to take me on as a farmhand, even offering to 
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supply my own linen in the hopes that this would persuade them to take me 

on.  

After a few weeks, a farmer finally agreed to employ me.  

During that following summer of 1945 I worked from 5am to 8pm; in winter 

the hours were "shortened" to between 7am and 5pm. This was seven days 

a week, with Sunday afternoons off, but only after I had milked the cows.  

I was paid the equivalent of about R12 a month.  

I remember sometimes crying from sheer exhaustion.  

I was 15 years old.  

My mother found work in a nursery about 30km away.  

What kept me going was that I knew she would be deprived of stolen eggs, 

potatoes and apples, which I managed to filch and hoard until I visited her on 

my weekends off, travelling "home" on a milk truck twenty kilometers away.  

After serving a year’s "apprenticeship" with the farmer, we finally escaped 

to the West.  

It was 1946.  

My mother did not see a future in the new East Germany under Russian 

command, especially after the resident Russian officer bothered us about my 

father’s whereabouts.  
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I remember him once mentioning a "General Sperling", but my father had 

only been a Colonel in the regular German Army, which made us suspect that 

he was keen to just arrest any Sperling he could lay his hands on. 

As the border between East and West Germany became demarcated by 

the Soviet military and free travel between East and West became more 

strictly controlled, in part to stem the tide of people – those trying to flee to the 

West – we arrived at Lake Constance on the border with Switzerland, hoping 

to re-settle in Tettnang, where I had been born.  

Initially, we were informed by the mayor of Tettnang who had the 

impudence to call us “the family of a Nazi officer”, that we were not welcome 

there – but he eventually permitted us to stay.  

I couldn’t help but wonder how this could be the thanks my father received 

for serving his country as a soldier and an officer for five murderous years. 

Some time later we made it back to Tettnang where the family finally 

settled.  

In 1947 I returned to high school, an ou man because of the two years lost 

during the bombing of Dresden and my "enslavement" on the farm in Lausitz.  

And in just another two years later my whole life was to change after my 

first meeting with the Hoheisens. 

Once during this post-war period, a neighbour in Tettnang, who had also 

lost everything in the war, mentioned to me that it would have been wiser for 

the Sperlings to have "speculated" a little bit more on their future!  
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Now here I am in Africa and the winds of change are upon us.  

I certainly hope the tragedy of Ludwigsruh will never be repeated.  

But what are the odds?  

The human race will insist on burning its past, its history, rebuilding a future 

on the rubble of the past!  

Should I now "speculate" on the presumption that maybe the future of my 

new Heimat is also no longer assured? 

 



 

 

The Early Years (1950s) 
 

The only way in which to describe my working experiences 
during those first days, weeks even, was: absurd!11 

 

Monday first thing, three days after arriving in the Cape, I ventured forth to 

inspect the inner parts of Driesprong.  

When I returned to the house for breakfast, I enquired of Tantchen what my 

duties would be and was told:  

"On this farm, everyone must look for work himself."  

How I was to do this without a word of Afrikaans and very meagre English 

which no-one understood anyway, was a mystery.  

The only word I used to communicate in those early days, was the word 

“kom”, luckily the same in Afrikaans and English.  

It became my nickname. 

Hans Hoheisen was nowhere to be seen.  

In fact, I was soon to learn that he spent very little time on the farm, leaving 

it all to Del.  

Hans spent his days at his home in Cape Town, playing "man about town" 

with his close friend Solly Dorfman. 

                                                      

11 Spatz recalling his lack of language skills and farming experience during his first years on 

Driesprong. 
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He only entered the cellar two or three times a month. 

Half the grape crop was sold as distilling wine and the little made into 

drinking wine was of no issue to him.  

In fact, I think it was quite comfortable for him, having Del settled on the 

farm with someone like me: a young Ignoramus, left to sink or swim, who 

would be sure to work hard, especially as a return to Germany was out of the 

question for financial reasons.  

I was soon helping Tante Del enlarge the vegetable garden. Luckily, she 

had green fingers and we sold enough fresh produce (vegetables and 

chrysanthemums) at the Mowbray farm market every week to give us 

a meagre income. This was supplemented by an irregular allocation from 

Hoheisen of about £300 every six months.  

The market was on Friday mornings next to the Mowbray Station where 

about six farms offered their home-grown produce for sale.  

The arithmetic was fairly simple. If we earned less than £15, it was back to 

the farm to improve the vegetable patch. Anything over £17 and we could pay 

wages, visit "town", have lunch at Mrs Schmidt’s (a friend of Del’s in Sea 

Point) and possibly go to the "bioscope", where two tickets cost £1.  

A key person to our outings to the Mobray Farm stalls was Abraham Jephta 

who assisted in preparing and sorting the vegetables and who did not mind 

waiting in the delivery van until Tantchen & Spatz had partied enough. His 

patience was rewarded by the fact that he helped himself to some petty cash.   



 

Of the viticultural side there were about 10ha of vines: Gamay Noir, Pinot 

Noir, SA Riesling (Crouchen Blanc) and White French.  

My first harvest, in February 1952, consisted of about 18 tons of grapes 

from which we made some 13 000 litres of wine. About 60% was distilling 

wine and dispatched to the KWV.  

We also sold wine in one gallon (4,5l) glass jugs – the traditional Demi-

Johns with two "ears" – on the Mowbray market. We probably "bottled" about 

150 of them.  

Driesprong’s cellar had 25 concrete tanks, each holding about 4 500 litres.  

The wine produced on Driesprong was enough to fill just one tank.  

By the late 1950s we were bottling a Cape Riesling, a Muscat Dessert 

(made from Muscat d’Alexandrie, colloquially known as Hanepoot), 

a Cabernet Sauvignon and a "Burgundy Type" wine (a blend of Hermitage, 

now known as Cinsaut, and Cabernet). The label carried the HOH designation 

(for Hans Otto Hoheisen). We were operating under a "farmer’s licence" which 

stipulated that one could not sell less than one case (12 bottles) of wine to 

one person.   

We were selling about 10 cases of wine a month off the farm.  

We bottled a HOH Muscat, a Riesling and what we called a Burgundy-type 

blend of Hermitage (Cinsaut) and Cabernet Sauvignon.  

It was in the 1950s that we first started experimenting with Pinotage.  



 

Dirkie Morkel of Bellevue was the pioneer promoting Pinotage, a novelty in 

those days.  

Mistakes in my first few years were plentiful.  

One "horror" story involved Hans Hoheisen, on one of his monthly visits to 

the cellar during the 1954 vintage.  

He was standing in the passage between the concrete tanks, directing the 

tapping of tank 14 with tank 13, presumably both holding Cabernet Sauvignon. 

This procedure involved two cellar assistants passing two buckets between 

them. While the man on the ground filled up his bucket from tank 14, his 

compatriot was emptying the contents of his container into the porthole on top 

of tank 13.  

No pumps!  

As Hans started getting impatient that tank 13 was not filling up, he asked 

the "elevated" cellar assistant which tank he was actually filling up.  

"Boss, this one on the left Number 12"  

Oh God! It was a tank holding Riesling and it was being topped up with 

Cabernet Sauvignon! The result: a pink Riesling, the only ever to be sold in 

South Africa! 

 

 



 

Shortly after this particular fiasco, Hans Hoheisen all but gave up any 

further plans of farming on Driesprong. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Accepted socially was the most important fact to make me feel one with the locals. – 

Dinner Dance. 

 

 

 

 
 



 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Hans and Del Hoheisen 
 

Before you sell the farm and break our hearts, please give us 
another chance.12  

 

In 1957, no longer able to endure the precariousness of my position amid the 

increasing threats by Hoheisen to sell the farm – "because it does not pay" – 

I set up a meeting with Hans to discuss a "grand proposal".  

Backing me up were Tantchen and Sydney Hey, the Stellenbosch 

postmaster and a friend of Hoheisen’s.  

The “confrontation” took place on a miserable winter’s evening in front of 

the fireplace.  

On a scrap of paper, I had scribbled my "speech":  

Hans, we fully understand your frustration. For the past six 

years, you have given me [with all my non-existent 

"expertise and training"!] a wonderful opportunity to try 

and make this farm a paying proposition. We – Tante Del 

and I – have put all our energy and love into Driesprong, 

but financially it is not a proposition, or rather, not YET. 

Before you sell the farm and break our hearts, please give 

us another chance. We will no longer ask you for any 

money. We will live off and manage the operation out of 

income generated!  

Fortunately, Hoheisen did not bother to analyse the feasibility of this 

euphoric proposal, this suicidal pipe-dream.  

                                                      

12 Spatz, with Del Hoheisen at a 1957 meeting with Hans who was on the verge of selling 

Driesprong 
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He simply agreed.  

We received his final bi-annual £300 contribution, plus a £1 500 lump sum 

to be kept in the kitty to tide us over.  

The agreement was that we pay him 50% of any profits we made. With 

that, Del and I were on our own. 

As I sit and recall these events, Hans is being laid to rest after a long 

struggle with his health.  

He was 98 when he died in 2003: a taai ou omie.  

Fortunately a good friend of 40 years’ standing looked after him on this last 

leg of his eventful life. 

My relationship with Hans was strained for all the 50 years we worked 

together, probably due to the eternal "dispute" over who should be thankful to 

whom over what Delheim has become today.  

Hans’ version was, of course, that he brought me to South Africa, helped 

me with a fresh start and "gave" me the farm.13  

This is all true, but what he has always neglected to admit is that I gave all 

the time, invested my life, reinvested all the farm’s profits, took all the risks to 

make Delheim succeed.  

I have to believe that, had it not been for the enterprise, the determination, 

the initiative, the leadership in helping transform the Cape wine industry, the 

                                                      

13 Always retaining a half share of the farm, though. 
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farm Driesprong would still be asleep in the Knorhoek valley, known to no-

one.  

Ask yourself, what is more important: die hoender of die eier? A question 

as old as mankind, which can never be answered.  

It’s therefore best to refrain from any evaluation and to accept that each 

needed the other. Like Hans and I. 

His position was not easy. He saw what I was capable of and could not 

have failed to see the close partnership between me and his wife Deli.  

He was an introvert by nature, which didn’t help; he swallowed all his anger 

and frustration.  

His background may explain why he became what he was.  

His mother was a bitter woman, his father flamboyant.  

In his mother’s eyes, Hans was a "good-for-nothing". His sister was the 

achiever, the star of the family. Her husband, Hans’ brother-in-law, was far 

more involved in the Hoheisen family construction business than Hans, which 

made him very bitter.  

He seemed to vent that anger on the people around him. Until 1957 we did 

not dare to stand up to him, because Hans was always quick to threaten to 

sell the farm.  

But he was always a gentleman.  
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He would never double-cross anyone and allowed friends and associates to 

take advantage of his wealth.  

Hans Hoheisen was born in Potgietersrus, but as a child moved up to the 

then-Transvaal with his family.  

He returned to Cape Town in 1924, forecasting that the building business 

would boom down here. He worked on the University of Cape Town, among 

other projects.  

In 1938 he bought Driesprong for £5 000 and carried out mixed farming for 

the next few years, but quickly became enthralled by the idea of making wine.  

With typical determination, he set about planting vines and building a cellar, 

bottling his first wine in 1948.  

But he equally quickly began to lose interest and was threatening to sell the 

farm when his wife Del, passionate about Driesprong, began agitating to have 

someone brought on board to help her make a go of it.  

Of course, that someone was Spatz Sperling! 

When Del and I eventually took over the farm’s finances in 1957, we 

inherited a few pounds and were given power of attorney right away.  
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In all of the 50 years following, 

Hans never questioned a penny we 

spent and I always appreciated that 

trust.  

He had a practical mind and 

continued to be available – and was 

invariably able to come up with 

simple solutions – when we went to 

him with problems we were having 

on the farm. 

                                                   

                                                         

Del Hoheisen ± 1960 

 

 

Del married Hans-Otto Hoheisen in 1939, with the idea that they would 

make the perfect farmer-couple. She was born in Tanganyika in East Africa 

and emigrated to South Africa with her parents shortly after the First World 

War. She trained as a nurse, though even then always expressed a great love 

for farming. 

By 1950, a year before I arrived, Hans had apparently already lost all 

interest in the farm. He was not a born farmer.  
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He was a builder: you move in and after a three months’ job well done, you 

move out again. To him – and of course, it is so –  farming was an ongoing 

struggle, with the eternal hope 

that each season, each year, 

would get better.  

And Driesprong was a 

difficult farm, with its steep 

slopes, winds and mountain 

storms causing regular crop 

losses.  

Furthermore, Hans had his 

own income, which he spent, 

travelling and photographing.  

He also administered the vast Bushveld farms his father had bought just 

before World War II.  

Hans’ greatest love was the bushveld and he owned four game farms 

bordering on the Kruger Park and comprising some 17 000 ha in total.  

He was a keen hunter. At 65, while on safari, he narrowly escaped death 

when a rhino charged him and he just missed being gored by crawling under 

his vehicle.  
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He celebrated his 90th birthday in 1995 by donating his bush holdings, 

called Kempiana, to the World Wildlife Fund and SA Nature Foundation to 

allow for expansion of the Kruger Park.   

I think he will always be remembered as HOH, a man of his time. 

Del never had any desire to accompany Hans on his travels, preferring to 

remain on the farm.  

Their growing estrangment was further aggravated by them not having any 

children – a family may have helped keep Hans at home.  

By the time I arrived in 1951, Hans was already on the verge of selling the 

farm, while Del was desperate to retain it.  

She was the one who so assiduously campaigned to recruit a young buck 

(me) to help her run the farm and "save" Driesprong.  

Del was incredibly hardworking and, like all workaholics, cared little about 

the world around her.  

She just trotted on, without any clear vision of the future, merely a vague 

hope that somehow she could keep her beloved Driesprong, her paradise in 

Africa, going.  

Her relatively early death in 1975 at the age of 65 was particularly tragic 

because she, who loved the farm so much and slaved away at it, never saw 

Delheim’s progress. Whereas Hans, who showed so little appreciation for our 

achievements, got to share in the farm’s success.  
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Annemie Canitz of neighbouring Muratie was Del’s bosom buddy, probably 

because they found themselves in such similar circumstances.  

Both women were trying to run farms far too big for them to handle virtually 

singlehandedly.  

Del also depended, perhaps too much, on me for companionship and 

a social circle. I had quickly built up quite a large group of German-speaking 

friends and Del fitted right in, playing tennis with everyone and making 

sandwiches for our late-afternoon "Spatzendreck sessions".  

She and I would go fishing for Steenbras on the Breede River near Cape 

Infanta, sleeping under the stars because we couldn’t afford anything else.  

Del was a comrade, in the true sense of the word. We would spend hours 

in our little boat, waiting for "the big one". Of course, we never caught it, but 

happily settled for smaller fry of around 2-3 kg. 

It was perhaps inevitable that Del’s sense of motherly possessiveness over 

me would translate into a certain jealousy at the presence of young women on 

the farm. Assured of causing Sperling’s eyes to wander, they were not made 

to feel very welcome on Driesprong, usually greeted by a deathly silence on 

Del’s part. 

Nobody was going to be allowed to lure her young assistant away! In her 

eyes, I was her only hope in keeping the farm functioning.  
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I think if I had ever left Africa, Del would have shrivelled away from 

loneliness. But she was an exceptional woman, a Mother Courage in its true 

form.  

And fittingly, when Driesprong’s burgeoning wine business demanded an 

identity of its own in 1961/1962, we chose the name in honour of her: Delheim 

– “Del’s Heimat” (home), as Hans Hoheisen’s longtime friend Solly Dorfmann 

always referred to the farm. 

 

 

 

Michael & Vera Sperling                                                                Del & Hans Hoheisen                                      

 



 

 

 

Completion date of the first concrete fermentation cellar on Delheim.



 

Cellar Stories and other Disasters (1960s) 
 

I am under strict instructions from the "Public Relations 
Department" to refrain from relating any new disasters.14   

 

I don’t know where we would have been today, were it not for that final £1500 

Hans gave Del and I in 1957, our last bit of "capital injection" for quite some 

time after.  

It was quite a struggle. I did not draw a salary for the next three years, 

except for the ₤5 for my "weekender", which might include a cinema t icket or, 

rather daringly, an evening at the "Blue Moon" (a restaurant/dance club in 

Muizenberg) or the "Bordeaux" in Sea Point.  

For two to three years, Del and I survived the dead winter months on the 

income from selling Hengel grafting machinery to nurserymen.  

Willem (Ruiters), the tractor driver, accompanied me on my trips into the 

winelands. Thanks to all the kind “aunties” who gave me a room for the night, 

I was able to save the cost of accommodation.  

Willem also slept for free, but being a man of colour, spent his nights in 

a van! The R30-R40 profit I made per machine kept the home-fires burning 

until wine sales picked up in September/October. 

                                                      

14 Spatz in a 1970 Delheim newsletter shortly after the Katy the Cow episode and an obvious 

remonstration from Vera not to overdo the anecdotes. 
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I only banked with one bank (Barclays Bank in Main Street, Stellenbosch) – 

not that there was much to bank – and I always had a good relationship with 

the bank managers. Being on good terms with them saw Driesprong through 

many meagre months. We also scrimped and saved and scavenged what we 

could to run the farm. 

Bottles we bought from a second-hand dealer in hessian bags, 12 dozen to 

the bag. My first kieselguhr filter I picked up on the rubbish dump at 

Stellenbosch Farmers’ Winery. I spent hours and hours trying to upgrade what 

was already an outdated model – and it never worked!  

A few years later we bought our first sheet filter and I had to go to the KWV 

to ask how the “bloody” thing worked. We could only afford a second-hand 

basket press. It cost me the huge amount of R500.  

Only after three years did I scratch together enough savings to buy a two-

speed mixer. Before that, I used a long stick which was lowered into the 

concrete tank through the bunghole and laboriously twirled around until 

I thought the wine had been properly mixed. Which was, of course, not always 

the case, as some dangerous instability in the bottled product would show.  

My telephone account was about R2 a month. The "switchboard" was in 

fact one black soul in the kitchen, one of the "house boys", who would  run to 

the cellar calling: ”Baas, baas, telefoon!!” So that by the time I reached the 

phone, the caller had given up.  
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When I was kept away from the cellar by a call, I’d return to find my "loyal" 

cellarhands hoog in die takke (inebriated), having been sampling wine from 

the best of tanks. 

Cleaning of bottles was carried out by soaking them overnight in a disused 

petrol tank, cut open, ½ – ½ which I had bought for a £10. An old potato 

steamer provided warm water and a rotating bottle brush machine – called 

The Happy Nun! – cleaned the inside of the respective bottles.  

It took two to three days to amass enough bottles for a day of bottling. The 

colour of the bottle was not important, so long as they were the same shape 

and length. The latter was very important because the “titty”-filler had to be set 

at a certain height to achieve the correct level of wine in the bottle.  

During filling, a tank of about 50 litre – stood on top of a nearby concrete 

tank and the wine flowed into the filler by gravity with a float valve supposedly 

keeping the filling height constant. Every so often, a pump had to fill up the 

upper tank. It was quite an art to prevent too much spillage running down the 

side of the concrete tank if the pump was stopped too late. 

I knew less than nothing about wine machinery. But I had to learn how to 

repair and refurbish whatever piece of equipment was needed as they were 

either old or secondhand of origin.  

Lack of money and Tante Del’s inherent thriftiness certainly helped instil in 

me the reality of a common South African axiom that holds an invaluable 

lesson: ‘n boer maak ‘n plan.  
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While technical and financial management skills can always be schooled, 

hard times and the need to make do are the teachers of self-sufficiency and 

perseverance.           

For labelling, the bottles were carried in bushel mandjies to the downstairs 

cellar below the main house – about 100 m away. Here they were washed 

with wet lappies (old pieces of cloth) and left to dry.  

To execute this tedious job two lady assistants from the farm’s labour 

forces were commissioned to depose the dirty water of the zinc bath into the 

near bushes. As this operation proceeded so did the balance of our lady 

assistants swinging from here and there.   

Tante Del eventually traced the source of this imbalance. The two "ladies" 

would let the water get so dirty, that the odd bottle left at the bottom of the tub 

could not be seen by even sharp-eyed Tantchen. They would then toss the 

dirty water, plus purloined bottle of wine, into the bushes, to which they’d 

retreat at various times during the day for a quick tipple.  

To apply the glue onto the label, Tante Del used a toothbrush to apply the 

glue to the edges of the labels, another delicate task, with Tantchen the only 

one able to measure how much glue a worn toothbrush could transfer onto the 

label without any glue squeezing out the sides. And then, being from that 

spaarsamige generation, she still used to get worked up when a "new" 

secondhand toothbrush was required to continue the job!  
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We were also applying a neck label, and there were endless arguments 

about the right angle and height of the label. 

I knew nothing about money management.  

Instinctively we never took an overdraft, always using cash from our 

irregular daily, weekly and monthly income.  

How we did it, I don’t know. If I had to blame Hans Hoheisen for anything, it  

would be his failure to send me back to Germany for two years to study 

viticulture, oenology and Financial Management.  

In the 1950s there was no proper viticultural and oenological training in 

these areas in South Africa. The technical know-how of winemaking in those 

days resided in Germany/Austria. Trained German winemakers and 

viticulturists emigrated to South Africa as they saw no future in their Heimat if 

their family did not own a vineyard. 

I survived that fateful agreement of 1957 (when I persuaded Hoheisen to 

allow Del and me to try and make a go of the farm) by "stealing" knowledge 

wherever readable.  

I befriended the first group of German speaking students from the then-

South West Africa.  

Among them was a chemical engineer called Peter Kolbe, who advised me 

on titration methods to determine the acidity of a wine.  
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My "lab" was one half of Tante Del’s laundry. Among my peers at the time, 

I was the only one with a swimming pool and tennis court and, with fine 

German sausages and lots of pink Riesling, Driesprong became the hub of 

weekend get-togethers.  

There were few alternatives: no bioscopes, no tennis and no dancing on 

Sundays in conservative Stellenbosch! But it was a fun time.  

I went to all the annual Intervarsities when the Ikeys from the University of 

Cape Town and the Maties of Stellenbosch met on – and off – the rugby field.  

There was square dancing in the hall of Jonkershoek Fisheries (a trout 

breeding station). Our other "hangouts" included the Palmiet River at 

Kleinmond, Betty’s Bay and the Cederberg.  

One of my good friends during the late 1950s and early 1960s was a 

German printer, Hans Schmidt. He managed what was just about the only 

delicatessen in Cape Town (at the bottom of Long Street).  

I supplied the deli with Brussels sprouts – still too rarified a vegetable to the 

local taste to sell at the Mowbray market! "Schmidtchen" became a regular 

weekend visitor to the farm; his wife Elfriede used to come and do our books 

on a Saturday morning.  

Of course, I would always schlepp my guests off to the cellar at some stage 

to show off my latest oenological efforts. And it was on one such occasion that 

a visitor, on taking a sip, burst out:  

“But Spatz, this is now really Dreck!”  
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And I swore to prove to the world that I could produce decent wine. But 

more of that and the birth of  "Spatzendreck" later.15 

My lack of know-how about everything, from winemaking to general farming 

to local cultures, resulted in some memorable incidents in the cellar and on 

the farm. 

1966 was a difficult year. A serious staff shortage in the busiest months of 

August and September when pruning, grafting and planting had to be done, 

aggravated by the development of a lactic acid bacterial infection in some of the 

bottled Pinotage and Cabernet Sauvignon, resulting in a slightly sparkling wine!16  

But the main event was provided by myself of the not so slight build.  

I was inspecting the filling tank, balanced as usual somewhat precariously on 

top of a building tressel, when a flaw in the support structure (and the additional 

weight?) caused the sudden collapse of the pyramid.  

The tank fell down, the vintner nearly broke his neck and the wine came 

tumbling after! Hundreds of gallons of Pinotage streamed out of the cellar, into 

the sluice and down the mountain. 

Once, towards the end of 1967, while I was perched up on a concrete tank 

some three metres high checking wine levels as the pump filled the tank from 

below, the carbon dioxide fumes from the fermenting wine made me feel rather 

                                                      

15 See page 84. 
16 We found that by decanting and bringing it up to room temperature, the wine stabilised and 

was still quite drinkable.  
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dizzy and next I was sitting on my behind on the cellar floor below with a broken 

wrist.  

My one and only cellar assistant at the time was old Bakvis (Andries 

September), who cried out:  

“Maar Baas, wat maak Baas nou?”  

It was the year of 1969 that Plasmopara viticola (downy mildew) attacked the 

Cape vineyards for the first time in 25 years, mainly due to the very cool and 

moist summer of 1968/1969.  

The fungus attacks young leaves and berries and can destroy a crop in 

a few days. Nobody in the winelands seemed to have had any practical 

experience in fighting the scourge. But we managed somehow spraying with 

copper sulphate. 

It was a miracle we didn’t suffer more disease outbreaks!  

Getting to know the workers on the farm was a whole new challenge. There 

were not only racial differences, but cultural habits, which in turn varied 

between the Coloured folk and the black Africans.  

During my early years on Delheim we had two "house boys": Maxim and 

Milliam. Both were from Hans’ Timbavati farm in the North Eastern Transvaal 

(now Limpopo Province). Though the Hoheisens had a good relationship with 

their staff, it was based on the old-fashioned, very colonialist approach: the 

servant was to be made to feel "privileged to work for Hoheisen". (I was 

treated no differently).  
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For example, when the two Timbavati "boys" once complained that the 

rains had not come in time for the mielies to germinate, Hoheisen simply sent 

their wives a bag of mielie meal (valued at ₤1.10) and peace reigned again.  

  Maxim was the cook … or rather, a cook’s assistant, as he ended up 

helping Tantchen prepare her endless supply (at least four times a week) of 

rice and goulash! Milliam was the odd-job man, polishing shoes, cleaning 

cars, doing whatever Del required.  

The luxury for us of having Maxim and Milliam around was the 24-hours’ 

service – including breakfast in bed on Sunday mornings! 17  

For the two men, however, it was a lonely existence; they had no family in 

the Cape, verboten under the "Bantu Administration" laws, which confined 

them to their designated "homelands", located in the Northern Transvaal.  

In a way, I appreciate having had the experience of this "interdependence" 

– it was Africa as only Africa could have been.  

Was it exploitation of the underprivileged?   

Having lived with it myself, I think it was a lifestyle dictated by the 

circumstances of the times.  

But I knew it had to make way for a new beginning. 

                                                      

17 In Timbavati, for example, there were seven servants for two "bosses": colonialism in its 

purest form. 
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It was easy to sit vas (clash) with a black or coloured person simply 

because they acted and reacted so differently to a white person and even 

more so to a German immigrant.  

Many of the young German immigrants had real socialisation problems 

when it came to relationships with their workers. The difference in character 

was so pronounced: whereas the coloured people are buoyant, lively, always 

full of fun, the average German winemaker was rigid with a technical mind.  

We judged our Coloured staff to be "unreliable", because to them 

"tomorrow" did not necessarily mean the next day.  

Besides, what could be done today, could always be put off till tomorrow!  

One particular incident reflected the oft-faced dilemma of a well-meaning 

worker attempting to be efficient, but getting "waylaid" by the natural 

exuberance of his spirit.  

Towards the end of the 1972 pressing season, one evening at about 

11 p.m., our Coloured Jack-of-all trades and glorified "foreman" Adam 

(Hendrickse), without whom Delheim’s wheels would surely have ground to 

a halt, decided to "visit his ailing grandmother" in Stellenbosch.  

As transport he decided to use our five-ton lorry, which happened to have 

been loaded with a 1 000 gallon tank of distilling wine bound for KWV’s 

distillery the next morning.  

Due to circumstances never revealed, a traffic island in the middle of 

Stellenbosch town abruptly stopped his journey. The front axle of the lorry 
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snapped and, not expecting this abrupt halt, the full wine tank toppled over 

and landed upside down in the flower beds on the island.  

A long-suffering vintner was informed of Adam’s escapade by Konstabel 

Claasens of the local constabulary, and I rushed to the scene with two of my 

Black farmworkers, Simon and Izak.  

We found the tank still intact and negotiated a deal with Konstabel 

Claasens whereby we could postpone salvage operations until first light the 

next day.  

But, with the fairly poor and very thirsty population of Ida’s Valley nearby – 

a large percentage of the population had already arrived on the scene of the 

accident and were contemplating the 3000 l of wine with great interest – 

I thought it prudent to leave Simon and Isaac on guard, with two loaves of 

bread and two litres of milk for sustenance during their vigil.  

Astonished early-morning commuters were greeted by the sight of vintner 

and assistants wielding a handpump, syphoning wine into a spare tank 

mounted on a lorry borrowed from Stellenbosch Farmers’ Winery.  

Adam’s grandmother recovered and her attentive grandson went on to 

serve Delheim, without mishap, for many more years.  

Another hilarious incident involved "Cake", a Black man from the bushveld, 

whom I had put in charge of our herd of Jersey cows.  

Cake had a great sense of humour and a marvellous smile presenting 

a perfect set of sparkling white teeth.  
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I had decided to try and introduce “regulated mating” between our Jersey 

and his harem.  

Among the Africans, cattle are left to graze together on vast tracts of land, 

the cows happily producing lots of little cows and the bulls enjoying a free and 

frequent sex life.  

But this did not fit into the ordered scheme of things as viewed by a 

German-born Landwirtschaftslehrling. Bulls were generally not too choosy 

about whom they mated with, adults or teenagers, the latter union usually 

resulting in undersized heifers.  

The solution to an untrained mind?  

Remove the bull from the communal pastures, keep him in the stable and 

monitor the cows to determine their readiness for mating. Once a cow came 

into oestrus, the bull was led from the stable – now so enraged by his 

confinement that a hefty stick through a nose-ring was required to control him 

– and introduced him to the cow in a manga (a triangular enclosure).  

Handling the bull, we circled the lady, once, twice, three times. But while 

both seemed willing and able enough, there was no action.  

Desperate, I eventually consulted Cake, our husbandry "expert", who 

replied:  

"But Baas, nothing will happen."  

"But why not, Cake?" I asked irritably.  
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"Well, Baas, it’s like when I make love to my wife … nobody must be 

watching!”  

So that was the end of our reproduction management scheme. The bull 

eventually had to leave. The dairy herd followed not much later.  

But before the final departure of our herd, Katy the cow had her day. 

Grazing near the cellar one lazy summer’s afternoon, Katy noted our ever-

alert herd boy safely asleep under a tree and took it upon herself to explore 

the cellar, drawn no doubt by the intriguing smell of fermenting wine.  

She must have stepped very carefully, picking her way among pipes, filters 

and pumps – we were later to note that nothing had been disturbed.  

Down a narrow passage a shallow, wide-mouthed wooden balie, filled with 

some of our 1970 Pinotage, impeded her advance. This was too tempting, 

even for an old, well-behaved lady like her, and she must have started 

sipping.  

By the time some very strange gurgling noises attracted the cellarmaster, 

Katy had consumed five gallons (about 20 l) of fine Pinotage. She stumbled 

out of the cellar, just making it to the meadow, where she lay down heavily, 

refusing to get up again.  

Over the next few days she stoically endured a series of anti-alcoholic 

injections and heart-strengthening drips. We even tried a thrice-daily dose of 

hot black coffee with lots of sugar, also on the vet’s advice.  
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Katy merely contemplated us with typical bovine complacency, seemingly 

just wishing to be left alone to die. She had, after all, tasted of that heavenly 

ambrosia, the fermented fruit of the vine.  

She finally received her wish.  

We gave her an appropriate burial: under a tree near the cellar. No post-

mortem was needed, but the heartlessly meticulous office staff insisted on an 

excise certificate entry which read:  

"20 l dry red – own consumption – Katy the Cow."  

As the vet pointed out, she died of alcohol poisoning because, having 

never been exposed to alcohol before, the cow’s liver was unable to process 

it.  

The lesson learned? I would always recommend to offer children little sips 

of wine from an early age, and encourage moderation to prevent overstressing 

the liver  at a later stage. 
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Cape Winelands Pioneer (1960s-1970s) 
 

In recognition of his leading role as co-founder of the 
Association and long-time dedicated member of its 
Management, as well as his pioneering work towards the 
establishment and promotion of the estate concept and the 
production of wines of the highest standards. 18 

 

It was late 1969.  

And it was one of those exceptional lunches where three wise men – in this 

case Frans Malan, Sydney Back and Spatz Sperling – came together to 

change the world!  

The lunch consisted of German delicacies: Sauerkraut and Würstchen! The 

dessert was a 10 year old KWV Brandy.  

Sydney, our "Elder", had called this special meeting to express his total 

disgust at a newspaper article which referred to "Nederburg Estate Wine".  

This we cannot tolerate anymore! Nederburg is not an Estate! It is simply 

a wine factory buying in grapes and wine at will! NO reference to oorsprong, 

NO guarantees that the grapes come from one farm! This will mislead the 

consumer who perceives an Estate Wine as coming from a designated wine 

area. 

                                                      

18 The citation on the certificate awarded to Spatz Sperling by the Cape Estate Wine Producers 

Association in 2002.  
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The need to establish some sort of control over what constituted an 

"Estate" eventually led to the formation of the Cape Wine Estate Producer’s 

Association, an affiliation of independent single-owner wine farms such as 

Delheim, Backsberg and Simonsig.  

We "Three Angry Men with a Cause", as we became known throughout the 

industry, went on to fight a protracted battle with legislators, as well as the 

large producer wholesalers such as Stellenbosch Farmers’ Winery (SFW), 

Gilbey’s and The Bergkelder (Distillers), to give some real meaning to the 

term "Estate".  

It was a battle that continued even after the industry-defining 1973 

legislation regarding appellation, varietal content, vintage denotation and, of 

course, Estate description.  

And it was a battle we never quite won.  

Why?  

Because the Cape Estate Wine Producer’s arguments, proposals and 

ultimate compromises were a bit schizophrenic: we accommodated existing 

practices which were wrong simply because the big players, like Stellenbosch 

Farmers’ Winery and Distillers, would not give up their vested interests in 

"Estate" brands (such as "Nederburg", "Stellenryck", etc).  

We neglected a fundamental principle: if you want to start off on a clean 

slate and establish a new set of criteria on which to base a declaration of truth 
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– in our case, guaranteeing origin on a wine label – you cannot schlepp along 

half-truths.  

The 1973 legislation (which remained virtually unchanged until 1995) was 

fundamentally flawed because it allowed for two interpretations of the estate 

laws.  

Firstly, if a farm was officially registered as an "Estate" as defined 

(essentially if it was a contiguous piece of land under the same owner) 

and the grapes grown and vinified and the wine bottled on that property, it 

could be referred to as "Estate wine".  

The compromise here was that different non-contiguous properties could 

also be registered as one Estate if they fell under the same ownership and 

were sharing a cellar at the time of drafting the new legislation.  

But it was also possible, according to the stipulations, to talk about an 

"Estate" wine if the grapes came from a registered "Estate" but were 

processed elsewhere, albeit under strict control. 

Accepting the first interpretation, a producer would invariably find that the 

capital outlay (in the way of winemaking equipment, bottling lines and 

labelling) in comparison to the quantity of wine produced on the "Estate" 

would be uneconomical.  

If the second interpretation were accepted, a so-called "Estate wine" could 

be produced by any commercial cellar handling non-Estate wines as well.  
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The danger inherent in the second option was that the consumer could be 

confused, not understanding how an "Estate wine" could be produced in 

a winery that was not on an officially registered "Estate" property. From 

a producers point of view, it is, of course, simply a matter of control, and 

ultimately, integrity.  

My opinion is that, as long as an "Estate wine" fulfils all conditions of 

identity (as in its source), the technical side of production, i.e. where it is 

processed, is negotiable. The "Estate" designation should be made 

attributable to a wine and not a farm.  

The one big stumbling block was that the KWV maintained its inspectors 

wouldn’t be able to monitor or control this system. Of course, it did require 

a high degree of honesty on the side of the producer. 

I believe those producers who once registered as "Estates" and 

subsequently "deregistered" (mainly in the latter part of the 1990s when wine 

laws were once again amended) but still trade under their original "Estate" 

name, have compromised the integrity of the system.  

The reason for deregistration was, of course, primarily because the 

demand for their products exceeded the original estate property’s production 

capability. By deregistering, they could bring in grapes from other vineyards, 

whether self-owned or not. 
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Some years after the first estate laws were drawn up, another question 

arose. Does the name of the "Estate" constitute a promotional tool, or 

"contribute to the promotion of the product"?  

Due to the inherent limits set by "Estate" laws, the large companies do not 

support their "Estate" name with sufficient interest and financial backing.  

Even today, in 2004, the situation remains as controversial as ever before. 

And I am sad to admit that the term "Estate" means even less than in 1976, 

when it was being used so misleadingly. In fact, we are as far away from 

a final decision on what consitutes an "Estate wine" as we were back then.  

In the South African context, it was even worse because the mighty 

"Estates" (like Nederburg) were the greatest offenders and had the most to 

lose. Their political power ensured that any lawsuit by those smaller – and 

poorer! – producers, like us, was doomed to failure. 

The Wine of Origin system was like an off-shoot of the Cape Estate Wine 

Producers Association’s work. I (together with Sydney Back and Frans Malan) 

was one of the original members of the Wine of Origin Committee under the 

Director of Nietvoorbij, Dr Pan van Zyl, in the 1970s.  

We set to investigating the feasibility of a control system for wine produced 

in South Africa. I have to say that we should have been ashamed that in the 

1950s and early 1960s no such system existed which guaranteed the contents 

of a bottle of wine.  
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Then, a customer would buy a bottle of Pinotage in good faith, trusting the 

wine in the bottle to be really Pinotage of a vintage as stipulated on the label.  

What golden times where there was such honesty! But no go, when it 

meant that some producers could use up any leftover wine, irrespective of 

variety or vintage, under one label.  

Ultimately, I suppose, the impetus for such rules to guarantee origin, 

variety and vintage came as a result of increased interest in exporting wine, 

which meant meeting strict European Union regulatory requirements.  

On origin, the committee agreed: the address of a wine is paramount. It is 

easy to define and helps to attract customers. Nobody "forgets" a trip to 

Burgundy; therefore the area is sales point number one.  

Most experts maintain that terroir is the single most important factor in 

achieving quality and, tellingly, French growers place site above all other 

considerations.  

It is not the same with vintage. Every year, quality can be different; 

vintages can last or collapse. But conflicting information about a vintage can 

often frighten the consumer away. As for variety, it can be a question of 

fashion and consumers like to know what they’re drinking.  

The power of fashion was best illustrated by the run on Chardonnay in the 

latter part of the 1980s that, after the inevitable boredom among wine drinkers 

set in about 10 years later, converted into the hip nomenclature of "ABC" or 

"anything  but Chardonnay".    
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There are now, as of 2003, some 11 demarcated Wine of Origin districts 

and a growing number of smaller sub-regions, known as wards. Unfortunately, 

the districts are more geographical than a reflection of homegenous terroirs.  

The more recent wards being designated, however, are better reflections of 

similarities in terroir and quality. The task of demarcation is made difficult by 

the lack of scientific information on the characteristics of the area. But the 

most important fact to remember is that the modern, table-wine history of the 

Cape is less than half a century old – it took Europe 2000 years to identify 

sub-regions based on quality of terroir. 

To sum up: it was absolute pioneering work to introduce a Wine of Origin 

system in South Africa. Without such a base, we would not have been able to 

give wine an "address". Because of its many facets, the relevant legislation 

will remain fluid so as to adapt to new insights. 

Auctioning Wine 

Devising ways of getting people to buy more wine filled my days during the 

‘70s.  

One such early attempt was a wine auction in aid of Rotary, held in 

Delheim’s production cellar in 1974.  

I was the president of Stellenbosch Rotary and was obliged to do my bit to 

raise money. Wine auctions were an unknown entity, but we managed to sell 

100-odd tickets. Only about 50 guests eventually pitched up to show their 
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interest in wine. The loudspeakers didn’t work, the lights kept going out and 

no-one wanted to bid. It was a spectacular failure.  

Lothar Barth, then SFW chief executive, was there. My failure piqued his 

interest and he took up the challenge to better on my disaster: "We’ll show 

you how to do it!" And he did. In 1975, the inaugural Nederburg Wine Auction 

was held. It was to become one of the premier marketing events, both locally 

and internationally, for Cape wine, though its beginnings were hardly 

auspicious, though a lot of fun.  

Essentially a showcase for Nederburg and SFW wines, small independent 

producers could submit parcels of wine to be auctioned. Besides Delheim 

(with a Goldspatz Steen), the only other "Estates" represented that first year 

were Simonsig, Overgaauw and Groot Constantia. Since then, Delheim wines 

have appeared on every single subsequent auction (making it through an 

ever-more rigorous selection process). The fundraising component of that 

first, attempt at an auction in Delheim’s production cellar was also retained.  

 I remember that Lothar Barth, Frans Malan and Sydney Back and I created 

quite a stir by buying a single bottle of “special” wine for the "enormous" 

amount of R100 during the final bidding for charity at that first Nederburg 

Auction. It was also the first of one of the biggest annual Cape winelands 

parties, with several eminent figures – including Mr Barth and a lady called 

Vera Sperling –, the latter landing in the swimming pool, fully clothed!        
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The Stellenbosch Wine Route 

Another pioneering marketing tool for Cape wine was initiated one day in 

1971, when a rather excited Frans Malan of Simonsig returned from Europe 

and proclaimed:  

"Sperling, the French have a Route de Vin. We must also establish one, 

just here in Stellenbosch to begin with. It must embrace all the private cellars, 

which would welcome visitors to this oldest wine district of the South African 

winelands."  

So, that’s what we did, together with Niel Joubert of Spier. And in 1972, the 

Stellenbosch Wine Route was formed. 

At that time very little was happening on the wine farms in the way of public 

relations, marketing or providing facilities to welcome visitors to the farms, be 

it tastings or lunches. In fact the wine scene was so lacking in vibrancy that, 

for example, back in 1954 there was just one bottle store in Cape Town that 

sold table wine: Namely the Van Ryn Wine & Spirits in Claremont. And the 

wine? A white called White Leipzig, made by liquor wholesaler Sedgwicks 

from grapes grown on the farm Aan-de-Doorns near Worcester.  

The reason for this serious lack of wine interest can be found in the origin 

of the settlers from Holland and the U.K., and the Cape’s distance from the 

traditional winelands of Germany and France.  
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By contrast, the local Coloured population, then numbering some 1,5 

million, were the biggest wine drinkers, though it was mainly to alleviate the 

hardships of their impoverished socio-economic situation.  

This market was gulping down about 170 l of cheap and nasty vaaljapie19  

per person a year.  

The Black tribes of Southern Africa brewed their own “concoction” – 

sorghum beer, based on fermented mieliepap.   

Only the Portuguese countries of Southern Africa introduced their wine 

culture – cheap dry red wine to the locals.   

Now the question arose, what happened to the fortified wines like the Ports 

& Sherries of Constantia which made the Cape so famous?   

Had Europe moved on?  

Modern society cannot accommodate “after dinner Port” sessions, and 

technically, bulk transport from the Cape to Europe was too exposed to 

spoilage.   

But undaunted by this seemingly hopeless situation, Sperling set about 

compiling a questionnaire about Stellenbosch Wine Routes which was sent 

out to about 15 private cellars in the Stellenbosch area. Only one answered.  

                                                      

19 Vaaljapie was the mass-produced, unfiltered, dry white wine favoured by hard-drinking 

farm workers and other uneducated palates, and is so named because it had such a murky or 

vaal appearance. 
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I was distraught! Malan, however, comforted me: “Jy ken nie my mense nie. 

Hulle sal nooit ‘n brief beantwoord nie.”  

So we got into a car and went canvassing, door to door … Often it felt like 

selling chewing gum, so gluey and gummed up were my fellow wine producers 

in this supposedly most culturally progressive wine district of  South Africa!  

Well, it took nearly a whole year to get our first pamphlet published.  

All attempts at convincing the district’s road engineers to erect signboards, 

to help visitors find this potentially primary tourist attraction, fell on deaf ears.  

"No", was the answer.  

"We cannot allow commercial signboarding on a public road; it distracts the 

drivers. The next thing the potato farmers will want to establish a route, then 

the onion farmers. There will be no end to it!"  

Can you believe it? One of the arguments we presented to the roads 

department was that a well-informed driver posed a lesser threat than a 

hesitant driver.  

There was also the matter of a map. When Vera Sperling proudly 

presented the ladies at the Stellenbosch Tourism offices with our f irst official 

wine route map, they initially refused to take it! 

Well, more than three decades later the "Stellenbosch Wine Route" has 

grown to such an extent that it has given birth to splinter wine routes, not to 

mention the many similar routes in the other wine regions. And it is one of the 
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most popular tourist attractions in the Cape, after Table Mountain and Cape 

Point.  

After being at the forefront of establishing the route – in 2005, Delheim is 

still the biggest among the 108 

members in the Stellenbosch region.  

How did we do it?   

After years of frustration, Frans 

Malan finally persuaded the 

Provincial Administrator of the Cape 

to visit the still unsignposted wine 

route.  

The administrator was very 

interested, but after a few fruitless 

efforts to orientate himself, he 

exclaimed:  

“You must erect some 

signboards, otherwise nobody – and definitely not a foreign tourist – will ever 

find you!”  

So we won in the end, once again proving the old adage that it’s not what 

you know, but who you know … 

Here’s an anecdote to illustrate the level of "Wine Know-how" of those early 

wine routers.  
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At the height of the Christmas holiday season of 1973 a big car with 

Transvaal number plates roared up the driveway. I happened to be in the 

vicinity, enjoying a tranquil moment, after the daily rush and realised that the 

young occupants of this "strata-cruiser" thought they being very cool and 

confident.  

They marched up to me and full of self-confidence introduced themselves.   

“Good afternoon Sir, sorry to disturb you after your hectic day but I would 

like to enquire if you have any “Cabinet” of which we heard so much?” 

Obviously they were after some Cabernet which was so scarce in those 

days , but I thought I’d string these "sophisticates" along.  

"Yes, certainly," I replied, "red or white?"  

After some whispered consultation with the scantily dressed females in the 

car, they finally confirmed:  

"Ag what, just give us half a mixed case." 

 

A Tasting Tour 

It was more than a decade earlier that I – and not the KWV as would have 

been expected – had embarked upon a "tasting tour" outside the Western 

Cape.  

It was the first of its kind. In 1962 I first flew to East Londen and then to 

Port Elizabeth and then to Johannesburg – a very dramatic undertaking, not 
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only because it was the first time a wine producer had offered public tastings, 

but because it was my first time on an aeroplane! 

I arrived in East Londen on a Saturday afternoon, in good time for the 

tasting on Sunday evening. Just as well. Checking with the hotel manager if 

the wines for the tasting had arrived, I was informed that, in fact, they had not! 

But, advised to make enquiries at the goods department of the South African 

Railways on the whereabouts of this strategic consignment.  

On a Saturday afternoon? Nee, jammer meneer, maar ons maak Maandag 

weer oop.  

Rushing back to the hotel, I phoned the Port Elizabeth establishment where 

I was to stay as to find out if their consignment had arrived for Monday’s 

tasting and whether they could send some through to EL.  

It had, but they couldn’t.  

"Sorry, Sir, you will have to fetch it yourself, and I can’t guarantee the boss 

will release any." (But it’s MY wine!)  

So, grabbing a 1/2-ton bakkie (courtesy of the hotel) I sped off for Port 

Elizabeth, some 400km away. It was 4 p.m. All went well until Grahamstown, 

where dusk was falling and I tried to switch on my headlights. Instead, the 

generator light flashed on! No charge! There was nothing for it but to book into 

the nearest overnight spot.  
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I was up at 5 a.m. and reached PE by 7 a.m., only to find the hotel 

manager asleep. He surfaced at 9 a.m., "released" my wine stocks, and I was 

back on the road, reaching EL just in time to welcome the first guests.  

I have no recollection of whether I made any sales, just that I eventually 

managed to pull off that first tasting outside the Cape Winelands.  

Food and Wine 

After establishing the Stellenbosch Wine Route, we soon realised that we 

now had to market ourselves. Thus, in 1974, we initiated a wine-tasting day 

when the 10 or so wine route members could exhibit their "wares".  

The venue was the Stellenbosch Town Hall’s banqueting room, adjoining 

the main hall. To attract more people, we timed our event to co-incide with the 

annual festival held by the local Fynproewers Gilde door.  

By late afternoon, the banqueting room was in overdrive, propelled by vino 

sans food! At the same time, the more serious Fynproewers, who of course 

were providing all sorts of delicacies, went into spasm, being increasingly 

exposed to our Wein-Gemütlichkeit as our festive patrons spilled over into 

their area.  

Our attempts to encourage this "cross-cultural" exposure came to a sudden 

halt when the Fynproewers summarily locked the connecting doors. To save 

our show, runners were dispatched into town to find cheese to help our 

"guests" cope with all the wine they were tasting! Don’t forget, those were the 

days (the early 1970s) when there were really just two types of cheese to be 
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found: ‘sweetmilk’ (Gouda) and Cheddar. And only the odd café was open on 

a Saturday afternoon. 

It did not take long for the Stellenbosch Wine Route members and the 

Fynproewers to discover their common ground. Both parties essentially 

wanted to introduce the concept of good living to the inhabitants of 

Stellenbosch.  

Two years later (in 1976) the "Stellenbosch Food & Wine Festival" was 

born in the Town Hall, with the ratio between food and wine stalls carefully 

balanced to ensure that things did not get entirely out of hand!  

After more than two decades, the festival was eventually discontinued in 

2001; it’s a sad truth that the most brilliant idea carries within it the seed of its 

eventual demise; only a radical departure from the original concept may give it 

new life, if not at least a more graceful exit.  

It’s also probably because so many similar events have sprung up in recent 

years: the Franschhoek Festival, the Calitzdorp Port Festival, the Groot 

Constantia and Riebeek Valley Olive Festivals, the Cheese Festival, etc., etc. 

– all of which combine food and wine. And all are a phenomenal success. Full 

marks for what has been achieved.  

There is a shared goal to promote the pleasures of good living. Just a few 

years ago, sunflower oil was good enough for South Africans. Now we’ve 

discovered the taste sensations and health-giving properties of not just olive 

oil, but grapeseed oil as well.  
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Any number and variety of exotic farm cheeses are now available and 

everyone’s getting into home-grown herbs, homemade honeys and fermented 

fruits, from Grappa to Schnapps. These products, many verboten a short time 

ago, have revitalised the farming community and enriched the gastronomic life 

of South Africans. 

Delheim itself, in a small way, contributed to the early movement towards a 

greater appreciation of the natural partnership between wine and food.  

It was during the reign of our most flamboyant cellarmaster Otto Hellmer, in 

1972, that I hit on the idea of offering something to eat to those visitors who 

arrived over lunchtime.  

If anything, it was to stop the constant, nagging requests for advice on 

where visitors could go for something "light" to eat.  

Otto was in the midle of a harvest and his charming wife, Ute, sat bored at 

home. I thought to myself: "Why not appoint her Madame Picnique?" She 

would earn some pocket money and we would satisfy our hungry customers. 

To keep things simple, the first "lunches" literally comprised of a wooden 

plank (hence the name "Cheese Board") that held three kinds of cheeses, 

butter for the fresh bread (illegally baked on the premises), and a slice or two 

of Salami.  

We couldn’t get a restaurant licence, so traded on a vendor’s licence. We 

charged R2,50 a platter, which was hardly overcharging our customers in 

those days – it just covered costs.  
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In that first year of 1972 we sold some 250 "cheese boards" in four months.  

Twenty years later the wooden boards were dispensed with – "not smart 

enough", according to the new Sperling generation – and replaced by modern, 

bright crockery.  

By 2003 the price had reached R55 a head for a range of cold and hot 

dishes, for around 3 000 covers in February 2003 and 18 000 over six months 

at the height of the season. Our lunches have become a fully-fledged, 

profitable business in its own right. 

The decision to serve lunches on the verandah of the main house also 

made us aware of the relatively sad state of our garden.  

The main house (always the Hoheisens’ domain) had remained unoccupied 

since the early ‘70s and the garden had been neglected.  

To improve the image of the farm, Mamma Sperling made it her goal to 

create a "Garden of Eden" and her green fingers soon resulted in a setting 

which has always had visitors exclaiming: "This is paradise! It must be 

marvellous to live here!" Yeah, right, if you are not the one picking up 

cigarette stompies and ice-cream stokkies the next day.  

But I have always believed that if one is privileged to live amidst such 

beauty, one is obliged to share it with those less fortunate who live in concrete 

towers, staring into more steel and mortar, never exposed to the beauty of 

nature except during a short-lived visit to the Cape winelands. 
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“Spatzendreck”, “Goldspatz” and “Edelspatz” 

And now for the story behind my beloved Spatzendreck, because I truly 

consider it one of my best pioneering efforts.  

It was "born" on a Sunday afternoon in the year 1961.  

It was a glorious weekend, blessed with many friends, who were more or 

less interested in the success of Spatz who entertained them so lavishly.  

To impress those wine lovers who were frolicking around the pool in all 

stages of undress and inebriation, I invited them to the production cellar to 

evaluate the latest – the best – of the past vintage.  

At that stage I was experimenting madly as there were no local experts or 

laboratories to check one’s wines, or many other producers to compare notes 

with. My sole tool at that stage was a determination to somehow produce a 

drinkable wine and a great affection for this heavenly liquid.  

All went well until a sample was drawn from tank No 13.  

Immediately noticable was that the colour of this white wine was a bit 

suspicious. It was not exactly that of the fateful ‘pink’ Riesling, but somewhat 

more "brownish" and nothing that elicited any complimentary comments.  

With the first taste, Sperling’s efforts to show off , backfired spectacularly 

with a remark by a visiting German friend, Hilla Geleynse, who exclaimed:  

"But Spatz, this is now really Dreck"!  

Was she indoctrinated by the activities of that Sunday afternoon?  
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But somehow, I doubted it and suspected a grain of truth.   

Try again, forget about this failure (?) – don’t cry Argentina.  Pull yourself 

together Sperling, failures are the base of eventual success!  

Later, in the early hours of Monday morning, after a gemütlicher Abend, a 

consoling friend whispered in my ear:  

"Show the bitch! Try again, succeed and then call it Spatz’s Dreck!" 

In 1979, having much improved and acquired a loyal patronage, my Late 

Harvest semi-sweet received the dubious honour from a leading UK wine 

magazine Decanter of being voted the "worst label of the year" award.  

The label was the creation of artist and label designer Gunter Komnick. 

With its portly, cheeky-looking little sparrow defecating into a wine barrel – 

Sperling is German for sparrow and my knickname "Spatz" is the dimunitive 

form – the label remains a wonderful memory of the good old days when so 

many German immigrants came to the farm to enjoy our ribald weinigen 

Humor.  

But in 1985, official recognition of Spatzendreck’s essential quality finally 

came in the form of a Superior rating by the quality control panel of the South 

African wine industry.  

And in 1986 we celebrated the 25th anniversary of our cheeky little wine, in 

honour of which Vera penned the following ode: 
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When Sperling the 

sparrow 

came here to stay 

his friends called him 

Mossie 

or “Spatz” as all say 

great parties he gave 

with Sauerkraut and  

Speck 

the guests were terrific 

his wine mostly  

Dreck! 

… It took him some years 

of improving his  

wine 

to make a late-havest 

with a quality  

divine 

recalling the  

Dreck! 

he thought of a  

name 

it’s the “Spatz” on the vat 

that is doing the  

same 

… Now 25 years 

he has been on that  

vat 

something to celebrate 

be sure of  

that 

he got the Superior 

rating  

at last 

good reason the VINO 

is running out  

fast…    
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Goldspatz, the younger sister of Herr Spatzendreck, had a much more 

subtle birth. It took nearly two years until another "Sunday afternoon friend" 

created this loveable "bird", first released in 1965.  

While Spatzendreck was a thoroughbred, with the noble Riesling its sole 

ancestry, little Goldspatz was the offspring of two parents: Steen (Chenin 

Blanc) and Clairette Blanche.  

From the first came its bouquet, lively character and high natural acidity, 

from the latter its elegance, smoothness and delicacy.  

This light, semi-sweet was never quite as successful as its predecessor, as 

it lacked a story, the hidden black humour of its vulgar big brother, with the 

now-content bird on the Goldspatz label – the adaptation was Vera’s idea – 

keeping customers guessing: Wat maak daai voëltjie daar op die vat?  

Even the English speaking clientele reacted with curiosity to Goldspatz, 

finding it just sweet, but not sweet enough to ruffle Spatzendreck’s feathers.    

Completing a possible trio of our successful sweet wines was Edelspatz, a 

Noble Late Harvest.  

Nederburg’s Günter Brözel, the genius among the German "super 

cellarmasters" during his 30-odd years in the industry, "created" the first 

Edelwein in 1969.  

It took others in the industry – even Spatz Sperling! – ten years to match 

Günter’s evolutionary achievement.  
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At Delheim it happened this way. We had experienced weather particularly 

conducive to the growth of the botrytis fungus in 1979, with intermittent rain 

and coolish days. Checking on my vineyards, I found excessive rot and wrote 

off the grapes as basically useless material. Or so I thought. 

Having nothing better to do than swallow my sorrow, I went to collect the 

mail at the Koelenhof Post Office – this was a routine early morning chore – 

and ran into Frans Malan of Simonsig. The usual oes discussions followed, 

and I shared my distress over the bad rot in my Chenin Blanc vineyards.  

Diè wingerd kan ek maar afskryf! Alles opgevreet deur die botrytis. Dis net 

muggies waar jy kyk, en daar’s so ‘n soet-suur ruik.  

Frans’ reaction to my Gejammer was:  

Nee man, Spatz! Dis noble rot, man! Die beste basis vir ‘n edelwyn!  

I didn’t quite believe him, because everyone knew him as a born optimist, 

who was sometimes right.  

Nevertheless, I rushed home. The cellar had already closed and the 

workers were packing up to head homeward after yet another miserable day.  

"Sorry, ladies and gentlemen", I shouted as I rushed up to them.  

Daardie vrot druiwe wat ons so oor worry is eintlik goeie goed – ons moet 

dit nou gaan pluk!  
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The poor grapes looked at me sourly, but by 4 p.m. we had gathered about 

two tons of the most rotten grapes I have ever seen. There was hardly any 

juice left in them, just a combination of raisin grape nectar.  

An urgent half-hour phone call was placed to Germany, the home of 

Edelbeerenauslese, to get the recipe on how to make wine from this gemors 

… when it came to centrifuging the few hundred litres of so-called noble juice, 

the senior cellar assistant Jackson Matabela proclaimed: "No more for me! I 

am going home!" 

As it turned out, our first efforts to make a Botrytis cinerea wine reached 

the market and was a hit!  

Since then, we have tried to make our Edelspatz Noble Late Harvest every 

year, weather permitting in bigger or smaller quantities.  

In one year we did try to "create" suitable climactic conditions. I had taken 

on an Austrian viticultural student, one Joseph Mantler, a real intellectual  who 

wanted to "study" vineyards in the southern hemisphere.  

So I gave him a sun umbrella and dispatched him to a 1-2ha vineyard 

which showed signs of developing botrytis, where he spent his days operating 

an irrigation system to provide the necessary humid conditions for rot. It didn’t 

work and we all realised that it was best to leave these things to Mother 

Nature. 



 

Building Delheim  
 

You fools! God gives us a piece of land so beautiful, so fertile, 
and you question the price? 20 

 

Delheim is on a property originally known as De Drie Sprong ("where three 

roads meet" or "the source of three roads").  

It was first granted as a freehold on 28 February 1699 by Cape Governor 

Willem Adriaan van der Stel to Lorenz Kamfer, a German from Pomerania. 

Kamfer was the first settler in the valley, and his extensive holdings included 

Muratie and Nieuwetuin. 

When I arrived in the valley, Nieuwetuin, with its olive grove adjoining the 

R44, was the home of a World War II detainee, a Mr Müller whose wife Frieda 

Ollemans was a well-known wood sculptor and became a Sperling family 

friend.  

The Muller’s eventually sold the farm to SFW in 1965.  

In later years, when Ronnie Melck was at the helm of SFW, he was eager 

to "consolidate" the properties in the valley and create another "Nederburg".  

                                                      

20 Spatz Sperling surveying the 80ha he subsequently bought for R600 000 in 1975 that became 

Vera Cruz. 
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He would have had to buy Delheim, Knorrhoek – owned by the Van Niekerk 

family, one of whose members was married to Frans Malan of Simonsig –, 

and Muratie.  

Melck eventually acquired Muratie (once owned by ancestor Martin Melck), 

but in his personal capacity, and it is now run by his wife and children.  

De Drie Sprong was also home to the Dutch East India Company servant 

charged with firing the cannon on top of nearby Kanonkop to alert local 

farmers to the arrival in Table Bay of ships bringing provisions to the Cape.  

The ruins of this official’s house lie above the present main  house and 

became the site of the Driesprong cemetery, which for the last forty years 

houses all those members of the Hoheisen and Sperling Family who have 

worked and lived here. Our labour force has chosen this multiracial cemetry 

as their eternal resting-place. 

This freehold changed hands nine times before it was purchased by Jan 

Andries Beyers on 2 March 1857.  

Beyers obviously recognised the farming potential of the area, for he had 

been acquiring land adjoining De Drie Sprong for some years.  

In 1813 he had bought a narrow strip extending up the mountain directly 

above De Drie Sprong and in 1843 added a further segment surrounding this 

strip and De Drie Sprong.  

This large freehold remained as one until 1903 when the owners, Messrs 

William van der Byl and Porter, subdivided the property latitudinally.  
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The 200 ha upper portion was subsequently sold by Van der Byl to 

a GA Berry who had it officially registered as De Driesprong.  

In 1938 Hans Otto Hoheisen bought De Driesprong, then comprising 

177 ha, from Charles Nelson (a grand-nephew of Lord Horatio Nelson, hero of 

the historic Battle of Trafalgar!). Hoheisen paid some ₤5 000 for it. And he 

intended it to be his and wife Del’s retirement home. But it was not to be.  

Fruit trees and scrub were all that grew on De Driesprong prior to the 

Hoheisens’ arrival. Hans practised mixed farming, which included fruit, 

tobacco, vegetables and wine grapes.  

The inclusion of the latter in the mix came at the suggestion of Hans’ 

German friends who affirmed that the climate in the Cape was particularly 

suitable to produce quality wine grapes.  

Hans himself also believed that wines made on small estates could be of 

a better quality than some of the larger-volume wines he had tasted.  

In 1940 he started clearing the bush around the homestead and up the 

gentle slopes. The steeper, more difficult slopes he left to the natural 

vegetation guarding against the encroachment of alien Gums and Wattles. 

The latter are the scourge of the Peninsula Fynbos.  

For his first vine plantings he decided on Cape Riesling, Pinot Noir, 

Cabernet Sauvignon and Hanepoot (Muscat d’Alexandrie).  

Because of lack of experience and lack of scientific data, plantings were 

done solely on ease of access when tilling for new vineyards.  
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A cellar was built in 1944 by Italian prisoners of war whose skilled working 

with sand and stone erected concrete tanks which were so outstanding that 

these same containers are still used today. As a builder by profession Hans 

broke with tradition and designed these concrete tanks, and their shape and 

size is so perfect that they have outlived many a winemaker including 

Hoheisen himself.  

Working procedures in this rudimentary cellar were very simple.  Bottling, in 

those pioneering days was done by gravity filling from a small cask placed on 

top of a concrete tank. Even with this primitive method we managed to fill 

3 000 bottles a day!  (Our present target is 15 000 a day fully automatic.)  

The first vintage bottled was in 1948.  

The 1947 vintage turned green in the concrete tanks because these had 

not been treated properly. The cement surface had not been neutralized with 

tartaric acid. This just showed the level of our winery knowledge – zero.  

Hans considered his early efforts to be no more than Vins ordinaires. 

Nevertheless, he managed to sell his wines to friends, whereas marketing on 

a larger scale presented more of a problem, mainly because a drier style of 

wine played second role to the fortified desserts and brandies of the day.  

South Africa was definitely not a table wine consuming society but – a stywe 

dop – Sherry, Port and Brandy. So, completely new territory had to be created 

for the so-called wine lovers to accept European-styled Table Wines.    
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Friends pointed out that the abreviation “HOH” – Hans Otto Hoheisen –  

was too foreign a brand name for his wines, unless it would stand for “Hell of 

a Hangover”. This gave Hans the impetus to thank his wife Del for her 

unstinting support, dropped “HOH” and replaced it with “Del” = Del–Heim.  

From the 18 tons of grapes we were processing in the early 1950s after my 

arrival on the farm, production slowly rose to about 60 tons in 1957 where we 

were stuck for a few years.   

Our present tonnage is a combination of Vera Cruz and Delheim = 1000 

Tons.  

“Driesprong” – the Home of Delheim Wines 

Not only the man-made struikelblokke let us somehow wonder if it was all 

worthwhile.  

For instance Driesprong’s exposed ligging was haunted by two to three 

yearly south-easter storms which made one wonder if one should not rather 

leave it to revert to natural bush?  

Temperature-wise you need cold winters – Driesprong provides warm berg 

winds which prevent stratification of the grape-carrying eyes.  

Back in the early 1950s, it became so bad at one point that Hans and 

I were on the verge of planting the whole farm with pine trees. Only my 

stubborn determination to continue on the road we had chosen stopped us. 
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It was a tough job breaking into virgin bush to clear space for the vines. 

At random we would attack the most accessible piece of land with the little D2 

caterpillar (now standing at the entrance to the shop).  

As for what to plant: well, the big wine merchants would start a rumour 

about what variety they were short of and we would all start planting it. The 

only other criterion, in our particular case, was to find out which variety would 

be fairly wind-resistant.  

By 1970 Driesprong’s production had reached 65 tons, too much for me to 

handle by myself. So I decided to bring on board my first assistant winemaker.  

Our June 1970 sales amounted to a fairly sizable 18 000 bottles (1 500 

cases) which required our first public relations/receptionist/secretary, a Mrs. 

Haupt-Adams.  

In 1972 Delheim Wines (Pty) Ltd was registered, with Hans Otto Hoheisen 

and “Spatz” Sperling as partners with equal shares. I was appointed managing 

director and each of us was given first option to buy the other out.  

As our bottled wine sales increased, we were forced to enlarge and 

upgrade the cellar several times.  

We have enlarged the production cellar during the last three decades of the 

previous millennium, with major work done in 1971 and 1974.  

In 1979 we brought in an excellent crop, for the first time using our cellar to 

its full capacity. 
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I had always known that Driesprong was not ideal viticultural land. The 

50 ha we had carved out of the bush was our limit and, as demand for bottled 

wine increased in the 1970s, I started keeping an eye open for land 

elsewhere. 

Muratie, adjoining Driesprong as it does, was always considered a natural 

potential extension of Delheim, and would have given us more suitable 

viticultural land.  

For many years there was the possibility that we might buy it, given that 

owner Annemie Canitz, who had taken over the farm from her father Paul in 

1959, never married nor had children and by the 1970s was already in 

delicate health.  

We also had to overcome the old boere saying: “Jy verkoop nie aan jou 

buurman nie”, born of the constant jealousy in the farming community.   

There was always the strong possibility that she would leave it to someone 

who would continue running it as Muratie, effectively blocking any chance of 

us extending Driesprong. 

Vera Cruz 

A smous called van der Merwe arrived on our doorstep one day in the early 

1970s announcing:  

"Klapmuts II, on the Elsenburg Road, is for sale! Eighty hectares of 

vineyard land in one piece! NO stones – NO dongas – NO pot clay!”  
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It was a super farm, a piece of land that would be any self-respecting 

farmer’s dream … except for the price!  

Owner Arnold Heinz was asking R600 000 for it, inclusive of Klapmutskop, 

home to a few duikers and some bushbuck.   

An unforeseen handicap to inspect this vine-paradise was the fact that 

I had fallen off the only riding horse on Driesprong and could hardly inspect 

the new found jewel.  

So there I was, hobbling around with two trusted "financial advisors", Avron 

Wilensky and Alec Horwitz, on an inspection tour of the land.  

 
 

This faithful D2 tractor contributed more to  the rebuilding of Vera Cruz - Delheim  

than any other machine. Grandson “Rudi” at the controls. 
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At the top of Vera Cruz, I remember taking a handful of the lovely Hutton 

soil, crumbling it between my fingers and asking my companions where in 

Stellenbosch one would find 80 ha of such super viticultural land all in one 

piece.  

They were sceptical, wondering how I was going to pay for it and reminding 

me that they had to be assured of a return on their investment.  

“You fools!”, I cried. “God gives us a piece of land so beautiful, so fertile, 

and you question the price?” 

So, it was back to the estate agent who undertook to organise a bank loan 

and we scheduled a morning meeting a few days later.  

Thus there we were, at 10 a.m., all assembled in Mrs. Heinz’ lounge: 

Sperling, Hoheisen, smous, boss of smous … but no bank manager.  

The proceedings were handed over to the "smouses boss". White suit, 

white shoes ready to come up with the finance which had not “arrived”.   

The chief-smouse turned whiter than ever before and left after a few 

miserable explanation why the deal could not come through.  

A year later, the land was still available; at R600 000 none of the 

neighbouring farmers were interested. Only Sperling –  the fool.  

So it was 1972.  The “offer” was still there waiting to be negotiated.   

Mr. Van der Merwe, the smous, was still on me (one year later) trying to 

soften Mrs. Heinz at the price to no avail.  
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Until: I mentioned my frustration to the new Bank Manager of Barclays who 

listened to the story.   

 Cheque book in hand we arrived at Klapmuts II and guaranteed Mrs. Heinz 

that we will buy her farm if she accepts R50 000 as cash down payment – 

herewith.   

I will never forget the scratchy noice of the bic pen which made me the 

owner of the best piece of vineland in Stellenbosch.  

The Bank Manager undertook to pay her the balance in three instalments 

leaving me with the responsibility of paying off the debt to the bank.  

It was January 1975, and we suddenly had another 80 ha to harvest.  

The negotiated price of Klapmuts II included the crop which the Heinzes 

had assured us would be around 400 tons, the sale of which would obviously 

assist us in paying off our now sizeable bank debt.  

Sometime in the second week of harvest, with about 175 tons in the cellar, 

foreman Oom Sakkie, whom we had inherited with Klapmuts, announced: 

Mr Sperling, daar is nie meer druiwe nie. 

Complaining to Heinz would have been futile, because he had shown me 

KWV figures stating the tonnage. What we later found out was that he had 

collaborated with his successful brother on the other half of the farm, who 

regularly exceeded his production quota and delivered his excess tonnage 

under his brother’s name! 
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Because of my broken leg, I had not walked the whole farm yet, so had not 

been able to identify its weak points. For example, about 60% of the area was 

planted with the wrong varieties (which included Hermitage or Cinsaut, Steen, 

and Pinotage).  

The replanting programme – Cabernet Sauvignon, Cabernet Franc, Merlot, 

Shiraz, Malbec, Sauvignon Blanc and Chardonnay, with a bit of Pinot Noir -  

took a decade to complete.  

There was also very little water for irrigation, though Sakkie assured me 

that the soil was so good and ran so deep that no water was necessary. Yet, 

already in the second year, we started seeing serious drought damage which 

impaired the quality and weight of the ripe grapes.  

A small borehole pump provided very limited amounts of water for partial 

irrigation and drinking. But, all in all, it was an excellent buy.  

Some 80 ha of prime red wine land on the slopes of the Simonsberg. Such 

a friendly farm, so rewarding, so big and forgiving until I decided to follow the 

trend and plant a few hectares of fruit trees to supplement my grape income.  

I very quickly found out that I was not a "fruit tree man"; my orchards – 

nectarines and plums – were attacked by every single virus doing the rounds, 

including a few that not even the experts could identify.  

Some R80 000 later, we decided to cut our losses, and pulled up the lot. 

I’ve since come to the insight that, unless a venture produces profits 
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amounting to at least 10% of your total income, it’s not worth the effort, or 

investment. 

When it came to naming our new "baby", I realised I finally had an 

opportunity to honour my poor, long-suffering wife, much as Delheim had 

been named in honour of Del Hoheisen.  

For putting up with all my mad-cap schemes (and attempting some of her 

own to help bring in money), the new 80 ha addition to the Sperling empire 

was christened Vera Cruz, for the "cross that Vera has had to bear" since 

1965.  

Her sacrifices didn’t end there, of course; it took us 10 years to settle our 

bank overdraft, all the while replanting and praying for the absence of 

droughts. 

De Klapmuts 

During this time, the Heinz’s remained on a 35 ha piece of the original farm, 

which included the manager’s house, labourers’ cottages, a piggery and a 60-

million gallon dam fed directly by a strong-flowing mountain stream rarely 

used, as not much farming was being done by the Heinz’s.  

 In 1988 a certain Mr van der Merwe, again came knocking, offering me the 

35 ha, including dam and piggery. 

Shortage of cash, a perennial problem with the Sperlings, was this time 

exacerbated by competing interest from several quarters, including Franz 
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Heinz’s uncle, Rudolf, who was farming the lower part of Klapmuts II and who 

was particularly interested in the dam for irrigating his extensive orchards.  

But, luckily, when his name came up in my deliberations with the Heinz’s, 

Franz hit the roof, maintaining that Rudolf had "stolen" water from them and 

would not get as much as a sniff at the land. (The bone of contention was 

a miserable afloopsloot (overflow ditch) which ran only after the severest 

winter rainstorms when the water was temporarily diverted by a rickety little 

wooden sluice-gate).  

We signed the R1,1-million contract the next day.  

So, there I was again: a cash-strapped but very "proud" owner of a derelict 

farmhouse, cottages and workshop, an irrigation system that barely worked 

and a smelly dormitory big enough to have once housed 4 000 pigs.  

We immediately tried to rent out the pig sties, but most of the interested 

parties were younger farmers embarking on their first solo enterprise and I did 

not dare extend credit as I required an income to pay off the interest on my 

sizeable new bank loan!  

Eventually I was approached by Anglo American, and a few handshakes 

later, we had a 10-year lease agreement.  

The manager of the Anglo American piggery was a delightful young 

Afrikaans girl, soon dubbed "Miss Piggy"!  

And the water from the new dam was a godsend, protecting Vera Cruz 

vineyards from any drought.  
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When Anglo left, pigs in tow, after a decade, there I was again with filthy 

old pig sties nobody wanted.  

What to do? Run our own piggery? Demolish and rebuild?  

After lengthy deliberations and several failed attempts to find a developer, 

the Sperling children decided: go it alone.  

Of course Pappa Sperling, with his innate talent for minimising the risks 

attached to any large financial investment, instantly agreed!  

Of course, demolishing the existing infrastructure would have been 

a terrible waste of money. So we decided to lease out the buildings. Wine was 

our area of expertise and not pigs.  

The workshop, a brick and steel construction, was converted and two years 

later, approaching the new millennium, we found ourselves the owners of 

a function venue and coffee shop.  

Ongoing rebuilding and conversions saw the addition of a nursery, 

a cheese factory, a wine distribution and export company, and a potter’s 

studio. The underlying goal was to create an Agro Tourist Centre. 

Worthwhile? Again, absolutely! Especially given the steep learning curve 

my two entrepreneurial offspring Victor and Nora experienced in the financial 

management of the new enterprise, as well as the lessons in human 

resources in dealing with the mosaic of tenants, each with his or her own 

ideas, desires and business interpretations.  
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But, to my mind, the pigs, God bless them, deserve the greatest praise. The 

years of accumulated pig manure enabled us to turn the tract of gardenland into a 

Garden of Paradise, a popular venue for weddings. Now brides from far and wide 

receive their blessings in surroundings built on pig shit. 

The naming of this most recent Sperling venture required the usual endless 

– and typically vehement – family discussions. It had to stand independently 

of the wine farms. 

So, DelVera became the perfect name.  

From the renovated piggery, the view stretches right across the Peninsula 

to Table Mountain. A 1½ hour walk up Klapmutskop on neighbouring Vera 

Cruz affords a 360° vista that takes in Paarl Rock, the Du Toitskloof 

mountains, the Franschhoek valley, Jonkershoek and the Helderberg, as well 

as False Bay.  

Searching the horizon as far as Table mountain or Riebeeck Kasteel, the 

top of Vera Cruz, Klapmutskop, overwhelms the visitor with this 360 degrees 

panorama. The crown of the single head mountain range is home to an 

indigenous yellowwood species which is replaced further down by Fynbos and 

a horrible encroachment of gums and wattles.   

And the treasure box of all: the large dam connecting the agricultural land 

and presently a never failed life insurance for all plants within its reach.   

My dedication to Forestry came from my memories in Ludwigsruh when the 

forest was considered the savings box – to be utilized when agricultural 
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plantings had failed. Furthermore Europeans are so strapped for land that 

every square meter has to be used and not left to fynbos.   

Soon after my arrival in South Africa, I noticed a few clusters of small pinus 

radiata on the steep slopes behind the homestead, the seed of a new idea 

started germinating.  

Tante Del informed me that she had once bought a few boxes of seedlings 

(about 100 seedlings to a box) and sent some farm workers to plant them up 

in the veld which had recently been burned.  

Why? Because she felt “sorry for the bokkies up there – they have no 

shade.”  

When I enquired about the economic merits of her "afforestation" scheme, 

she muttered that it had never crossed her mind.  

It was pure luck that the seedlings she had planted were, in fact, the right 

species for exploitation. Which is when I pointed out that if the trees grew well, 

I could sell the wood and we could develop a commercial venture which would 

supply much-needed cash for running the farm.  

I tracked down a semi-retired forester, a Mr Joubert whom I supplied with 

wine and he passed on his extensive knowledge establishing a pine 

plantation.  

He became my forestry mentor. It was a wonderful relationship: profitable 

for me and fulfilling for him as an expert.    
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His two most important tips were, firstly, the necessity for an effective road 

system, with no track having more than a five per cent decline, as anything 

steeper was dangerous to travel on in wet conditions.  

The second point: ensure that your road shoulder slopes down away from 

the mountainside, so that rainwater can immediately flow off. So we burned 

bush and eventually established about 120 ha of the finest, best-tended pine 

plantation in the Stellenbosch district.  

My Afrikaner friends wrote me off as being mentally unstable! To them, veld 

bly veld. They also reckoned the risk of fire on the high slopes was too high. 

But I refused to abandon my beloved trees. 

As it happened, on 2 February 1980 a devastating fire ripped through the 

Simonsberg forests, destroying in one hour one third of my beloved pine 

forests and scorching a few vineyards.  

Gone were the rolling hills of green pine trees. All that was left were 

thousands of black stalagmites staring into the smoke-filled sky, weeping over 

our shared fate.  

The bleakness was total and I was prepared to die with my trees. Yet who 

else but stubborn Sperling would set about cutting down the remains left by 

the fire and wait for the first rains to fall so that he could start all over again, 

rebuilding a dream he first had about 15 years before.  
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So I replanted, like any good farmer, hoping it would never happen again 

and knowing that, even on my last day on earth, I would wish to plant just one 

more tree. 

From my endeavours to stimulate forests in the Cape, I was elected 

chairman of the South African Tree Growers Assocation of the Western Cape 

and eventually, in 2001, honoured with a life membership. Shortly after, the 

association was disbanded, so I am, in effect, a life member sine officio!  

Despite our success with the trees – they did supply us with an intermittent 

source of cash – I have to admit that the plantation never really produced 

much profit.  

Every year one harvests five hectares, but then you always have to replant 

and a tree takes 20-25 years to reach maturity, making it even more marginal 

than winemaking (with vines at least reaching production after three to five 

years, yet also needing replacement after 12-15 years). 

 I had always said that my last wish would be to spend my retirement 

wandering high up in the shade of my big pine trees. That dream, however, 

was finally shattered on 16 January 2000 when a hot east wind fanned the 

flames of yet another raging fire on the Simonsberg.  

It tore through old and young trees alike, destroying about 90% of the 

plantation.  
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This time, I didn’t replant. I still walk high up on the mountain slopes, but 

now it’s through miraculously rejuvenated fynbos. And I realise that one can’t 

interfere with nature. If the bush belongs to this habitat, then let it be.  

However, if love and conviction are strong enough, you can successfully 

defy and redefine your environment, though for sure, it will bring suffering. But 

walk high, actively participate in your short existence on earth and you will 

leave a mark, irrespective of the ill winds you will encounter. 
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A new brand – a new approach – a new range – Vera Cruz.  Made from 

a selection of our premium vineyards, each of which shows true individuality, 

the Vera Cruz wines come from carefully selected grapes.  

Due to the size of Delheim’s total production – some 900 tons producing 

about 60 000 12-bottle cases – the Vera Cruz range is exclusive and 

represents the pinnacle of quality from our cellar.  

The maiden release of the Vera Cruz was a 1998 Shiraz which was 

awarded a gold medal at the International Wine & Spirit Competition in 

London in 2000.  

It also won gold at the International Michelangelo awards in Johannesburg 

and a five-star rating in the 2002 John Platter Wine Guide.  

In spite of Vera Cruz’s exclusive line, neither Driesprong nor Delheim has 

ever been forgotten.  

A lot of expenses are going into the cellars and the visitors’ entertainment 

areas. The tree-shaded charm of Driesprong cannot easily be imitated and 

a lot has gone into maintaining our old oak trees, including urgent treatment in 

the past few years against the potentially fatal ravages of a fungus.  

After 50 years, a natural patina has settled over the 100-year-old oaks and 

the buildings they guard. Thanks mainly to that it has become home to the 

Sperlings – now with a third generation running around. 

Today, the three farms that make up Driesprong, Vera Cruz and Klapmuts, 

extend over 364 ha, of which 150 ha is planted to 15 vine varieties.  
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The Driesprong pine forests cover 150ha and are sold for construction 

timber.  Fynbos grows on the remaining 94 ha. The cellar has a capacity of 

1 200 tons and we make 750 000 litres of wine, bottling about 60 000 twelve-

bottle cases a year. 

Innovative moves in wine and vineyard management were introduced, 

starting with the planting of new-clone vineyards to enhance the existing 

vines. Terroir-orientated planting programs have been steadily introduced, 

and improved knowledge of canopy management and trellising have been put 

to good use.  

In the cellar itself, a fresh approach was adopted with the introduction of 

new techniques, such as the use of reductive winemaking, ascorbic acid and 

American oak in the maturation process.  

Driving all this are Victor and Nora, the second-generation Sperlings 

improving the image of Delheim as an active part of the newly-designated 

Stellenbosch Simonsberg Ward. 



 

 
 

 

 

 

Vera Cruz Vineyards with Simonsberg 

 

 

 



 

The Winemakers 
 

You are allowed to make only one major mistake while 
working at Delheim! 21 

 

By the 1970s, South Africa had still not bred any meaningful number of 

winemakers. There was not a lot of interest in this field and thus the turn-out 

at Elsenburg Agricultural College and Stellenbosch University was pretty 

miserable. The demand was filled by young winemakers mainly from Germany 

and Austria.  

The reason why few Frenchmen were called in was because the wine 

farmers were predominantly Afrikaans-speaking. The conservatism and 

seriousness of approach among the Afrikaners would not quite gel with 

a typical French mentality, which saw any emergency approached with 

a laconic pas de problème.  

Of course, my German background and contacts explained the Germanic 

line that ran through the winemakers that served Delheim over the years. 

                                                      

21 Spatz’s words of warning to newcomer Kevin Arnold in 1982, and each new winemaker 

after that. 
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At about 65 tons Delheim’s production became too big for me to handle by 

myself and I "imported" my first assistant winemaker in 1970.  

Josef Krammer hailed from Niederösterreich. He spent just two years with 

us intending to broaden his horizons in Australia. Somehow he "forgot" to 

apply for a visa to Aussies never leaving Stellenbosch in years to come. 

He was then winemaker at Eikendal for nearly two decades before recently 

moving on again.  

Josef said never more than one word a day. His extraordinarily sparing use 

of language to communicate always left me wondering whether he had 

understood what I had just said to him.  

Once we had a stuck fermentation on one of our tanks. He suggested we 

disconnect the cooling system and hitch up the steam boiler to raise the 

temperature of the wine and encourage the last grams of sugar to ferment.  

It seemed a plausible solution, only Josef forgot to switch off the boiler at 

a given time. The next morning we were confronted with 1 000 gallons of 

Glühwein! This time it was the cellarmaster who was left practically 

speechless before attempting to shrug it off with a Gallic:  

Pas de problème …! 

The successor to Josef in 1972 was the exact opposite in personality and 

physique.  
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Otto Hellmer was like an overgrown schoolboy, warm and charming, letting 

out shouts and screams just for the fun of it.  

Always ready for a dop, he was the one to invite if you wanted to liven up a 

party.  

He was a great man, a wonderful pal, a real man’s man. And his 

contribution to Delheim was substantial.  

As he was such a party animal, he felt obliged to develop a Saufwein –

suipwyn – for everyday drinking.  

Thus was born our Heerenwijn in 1976, which soon became an enduring 

bestseller, reaching production figures of around 180 000 litres annually. 

It was later marketed as a "diet" wine, being relatively low in alcohol.  

Regrettably, it was a product of its time and production dropped to about 

50 000 litres in 1999. 

Otto also produced the first Pinotage Rosé in South Afr ica.  

Another vinicultural milestone during his tenure was the reintroduction in 

1975 of a Port, the first since 1959 and made from Cinsaut.  

This was after I had been on a trip to Australia, during which we had drunk 

the Aussies under the table, and Otto had gotten into the habit of starting the 

day with a glass of Port, without which he felt he wasn’t able to operate 

efficiently.  
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Two worthy cellarmasters in their own right – Jan Abelse –  

for many years responsible to shovel the grapes into the agrapoir –  

 

 

 

and our most flambouyant cellar master Otto from the Palatinate. 
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He was also the one to bring out Delheim’s first single varietal Pinot Noir. 

And his talents were rewarded with his crowning in 1975 as Stellenbosch’s 

best winemaker of the year. (Delheim also won the award for best private 

wine cellar that year.) 

Otto was married to a Super Fräulein Ute, who gave him two children and 

was the anchor in his life.  

She was the one commissioned in 1972 to prepare simple cheese platters 

for the increasing number of nagging late-morning visitors inquiring where 

they could go for a "light lunch" nearby.  

Her efforts were so successful that Delheim soon became the most popular 

lunch spot for wine tasters in the winelands, serving up to 20 000 lunches 

annually. 

Otto Hellmer’s most disastrous contribution to Delheim’s cellar 

performance?  

Knowing he was not the greatest mechanic – except when a four-pound 

hammer was required! – I took time out one day to teach him how to steam 

the filters in the morning, prior to bottling.  

After three trial runs, I asked Otto the evening before the next steaming, 

if he was capable of doing the job without me the next day. He assured me he 

was. So I stayed in bed a little bit longer the next morning, until the te lephone 

tore me from my dreamy state. 

A mildly upset Otto was on the line:  
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"Mr Sperling, I cannot close the filter. It keeps leaking… badly!"  

Judging by his account, he had done everything correctly.  

Nevertheless, I rushed down to the cellar and with horror saw that the filter 

was completely distorted! It was kaputt! Why? Otto had ignored the most 

important rule: When steaming a filter all valves on the outlets had to be open 

for the steam to evacuate and to prevent overheating of the plates. If this 

procedure is not followed then all the plastic parts will warp beyond repair.  

The Hellmers left Delheim in 1980 to farm on their family wine estate, 

Weingut Hellmer in Neustadt-Mussbach in the Rhineland-Palatinate 

winegrowing region of Germany.  

We all felt the loss.  

I remember our farewell gift to him was the warped plastic filter frame 

which now graces the reception area of his family estate.  

Otto was with us in our Wanderjahre. We did the Orange River together, 

hiked the Wild Coast, the Otter Trail, the Tsitsikamma Trail, the Fish River 

Canyon.  

He was also with us on our famous Cederberg donkey treks.  

Otto would always ensure we had sufficient vinous nourishment with us on 

our outings. This time was no exception: in fact, we took so much that the 

wine was split between two donkeys: the one carrying our Heerenwijn the 
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“White Wine Donkey”; the other was saddled with our Dry Red and dubbed 

the “Red Wine Donkey”.  

Unfortunately, no sooner had we started our trek than the Red Wine 

Donkey headed straight for the nearest thorny tree for a quick rub and 

punctured our bag of precious Dry Red!  

Otto was always a good sport and a wonderful companion on these hikes: 

he would often carry some of my gear when I was kaputt and would invariably 

produce a spare dop, when provisions ran low, having packed something 

extra "just in case".   

Shortly before his departure in 1980, Otto helped us fight our first great 

mountain fire, battling alongside the rest of us for three days non-stop.  

Otto was replaced by Kevin Arnold, who had been our cellar assistant.  

It took only a few vintages to show us that he was destined to become 

a brilliant red wine maker. He just had the touch, the magic, the gevoel when 

nursing his reds.  

I remember him not ever being particularly interested in making white 

wines, much to Delheim’s misfortune as our major income in those days came 

from the sale of semi-sweet white wines, especially the Spatzendreck for our 

European customers (usually German speakers) and our Heerenwijn, 

a general hit! 

Kevin was the macho man with the killer instinct, determined never to give 

up on any problem, any challenge.  
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Pappa Sperling was always at ease when Kevin was in the cellar.  

I think a good cellarman’s greatest asset is the ability to provide assurance 

that the tanks are full and the SO2 levels steady.  

But not even Kevin the perfectionist was lucky enough to be spared a major 

mishap in the cellar.  

During one of our larger harvests, when the cellar was starting to overflow, 

we obtained a special permit to temporarily store several thousand litres at 

Stevie Smit’s farm Koopmanskloof.  

All went well, until the Stellenbosch Farmers’ Winery tanker trucks arrived 

to transport the wine back to Delheim. As Kevin siphoned out the tank at 

Stevie’s, he realised that a few thousand litres were missing.  

The accusations flew, with an incensed Kevin mooting every possible 

explanation from leakage to theft.  

Eventually, he opened the tank to clean it and, as he loosened the last bolt 

of the porthole, the "missing" wine came gushing out, drenching him from 

head to toe!  

No-one but Kevin was to blame for this disaster; when inserting the pipe 

into the tank, he had not measured the depth properly and thus miscalculated 

the amount of wine pumped out.  

My warning to him after that: "You are allowed to make only one major 

mistake while working at Delheim!"  
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It worked like magic! And was repeated to every new winemaker who came 

through the cellar door after that.  

Kevin was also the "father" of our Grand Reserve, our flagship red blend 

and the first to use small wooden barrels for red wine maturation on Delheim.  

On a visit to California in 1980, Mrs Vintner (Vera) and I had been 

surprised by the extensive use of small oak barrels.  

Suspecting a major breakthrough for our until-then-only-partially wooded 

red wines (in stukvat), I sent Kevin to California to explore the small wood 

maturation method.  

These days it is unthinkable to envision a quality red wine cellar without 

a small cask maturation cellar, complete with temperature and humidity 

control and filled with 225 litre barrels.  

In those days, the thinking was that small casks matured the wine too 

quickly and there was a danger of volatility.  

Kevin left at the end of 1987, attracted by new challenges at Rust-en-

Vrede.  He was succeeded by Philip Costandius, his assistant for four years.  

Phillip was a true Greek, a very real human being with an immovable sense 

of some greater destiny.  

We all loved him; he was known as the "Teddy Bear". And he had a deep 

understanding for wine. 
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His single greatest mess-up? He once miscalculated the amount of SO2 

required for Edelspatz, overshooting the dosage tenfold!  

He experienced two particularly bad vintages in succession: 1996 and 

1997. I was forced to interfere and gave an ultimatum: NO further mishaps!  

There was an immediate turn-around in his work and he produced some 

outstanding wines from 1998 through 2000, when he moved on to 

Neethlingshof.  

Philip was a devoted father to his two children and was destitute when his 

wife left him for a more exciting lifestyle … !  

He is also a great cook – I remember he once spent three days trying to get 

a cake right. I will remember him as an eternal friend of the family.  

Philip stayed with Delheim 14 years as a winemaker, a long time for both 

sides.   

In contrast, Conrad Vlok’s stint as winemaker was too short: his two years 

with us were most invigorating.  

Conrad, a very capable man, cleaned things up. He investigated all facets 

of our operation and left behind a rejuvenated cellar.  

He combined a natural feel for wine with great technical ability and is 

capable of creating something extraordinary.  

His 2000 Pinotage gave Delheim a position among the top ten Pinotages in 

the annual ABSA competition run by the Pinotage Association.  
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And his 2001 Sauvignon Blanc was a benchmark for the farm. But his love 

of the sea seems to exceed even that of wine.  

Before joining us in 2000, he had spent a lot of time exploring the many 

oceans and seas of the world, sailing and spearfishing. It was difficult to keep 

him in the cellar until clocking-off time on a Friday afternoon, when he knew 

the fish were frolicking in nearby False Bay.  

Not that he was, in the slightest way, negligent; he kept his cellar in tip-top 

condition. It was just that when one asked him on a Monday morning how the 

fishing trip of the weekend had been, Conrad would undergo an instant 

transformation: his eyes would light up and his face, normally still unshaven 

from the weekend’s festivities, would glow.  

Conrad was probably also lucky: he was with us for too short a period to 

experience any major mishap. We were sad to see him go: once a Delheimer, 

always a Delheimer. 

As per today, we are lucky to have two very capable lady winemakers 

producing wines under Victor Sperling's keen eye: Brenda van Niekerk and 

Karen Swanepoel were assistants under Conrad’s regime.  

In fact, Delheim seems always to have been a training ground for some of 

the Cape’s finest winemakers. Jeff Grier of Villiera, Cordoba’s Chris Keet and 

Hamilton Russell’s Kevin Grant all came through Delheim’s cellars.  

I also made a point of trying to get my winemakers on overseas trips every 

two years or so to explore the latest developments and trends in winemaking.  
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And we’ve always had foreign students working in the cellar and vineyards. 

Having them here during the harvest invigorates everyone.  

We were host to a healthy laissez faire from Austria; "Aber, bitte, 

Perfektion!" from Germany; from Switzerland. In 1984 intern Jean-Alain 

Provost of Nantes, France. No matter what confronted Jean-Alain in the cellar, 

at 6 a.m. or just as everybody was about to drop dead from fatigue late at 

night, his Gallic reaction to any disaster was always: “Pas de problème …”  

A youngster who worked under Kevin Arnold, called Kurt Simon, was 

probably my most able Gastarbeiter.  

And we even attracted another Sperling winemaker (though not related), 

a young lady called Ann. Ann Sperling came to us from Okanagan/Canada 

and has in the meantime advanced to champion winemaker of Ontario.  The 

trump card: a combined Sperling & Sperling Rosé made in Delheim’s Cellar in 

the 2004 vintage and released in Canada in the spring of 2005. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

50 Years of Labour Relations 
 

For years Mondays remained a "non-technical-appliances 
day": no tractors, no pumps, no machines were used in an 
effort to limit alcohol-related accidents.22 

 

 

Exceptional good labour relations created a constant, long serving workers team. 

 

                                                      

22 Spatz recalling the early days of the “dop” system which contributed to widespread 

alcoholism among Cape wine farmworkers, which impacted on the efficient running of a farm. 
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One of my greatest achievements over the years on Driesprong would, 

without doubt, be the improvement of working relationships with the farm’s 

staff. The satisfaction of uplifting a dozen or two "underprivileged" was 

unbelievably fulfilling.  

Let me first relate what I found when I arrived on the farm in 1951.  

The consumption of alcohol in the form of vaaljapie – an unfiltered, lighter 

style of dry white wine – was staggering.  

The dop system was in full swing: a farm worker received a total of seven, 

rusty 200 ml anchovy visblikkies during the day, topped up by a bottle at day’s 

end – uitvaltyd –, when they knocked off.  

This amounted to a daily intake of over two litres! Multiply this by 250 

working days and the end result would be an inconceivable 500 litres per 

worker per year!  

By comparison, the French, at the height of their similar system, did not 

exceed 120 litres.  

In a "civilised" country farm labourers seldom consumed more than 35 litres 

a year. How South Africans manoeuvred themselves into such a criminal 

situation of socio-economic "poisoning", can be ascribed to the following. 

The "dop" system was an insidious system – like a forced marriage: 

something neither employer nor employee could get out of – and thus became 

a habit each new generation simply inherited.  
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There was little interest among employers to uplift the living standards of 

farm workers and there was also an unbelievably low sense of socio-

economic responsibility.  

Maybe if there had been an international market for our wines, farmers 

would have been forced to improve worker ’s quality of life and introduce social 

policies.  World War II had seen the breaking of commercial ties with Europe, 

which affected economics and generally cancelled out any potential for 

progressive labour practices via "good example". 

On Driesprong we gradually cut down the frequency of daily dops by 

reimbursing good work with a wage increase. Successes were sporadic. 

Alcoholism is a disease, which cannot be cured in one day, if ever.  

The younger generation showed more responsibility. They often helped 

their parents kick the alcoholic dependance. But for years Mondays remained 

a "non-technical-appliances day": no tractors, pumps, machines were used in 

an effort to limit alcohol-related accidents.  

When I arrived in apartheid South Africa, two Christmases were celebrated 

on Delheim: one "white", one "non-white". The "Europeans" celebrated their 

"white" Christmas on 24 December: Heiliger Abend, according to German 

tradition. The party comprised Hans, Del, myself and any other poor soul 

visiting the farm at the time.  
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On Christmas day, they would line up (usually outside the spare room 

window) where Del would hand out the standard Christmas "gift" of a pair of 

khaki trousers and a shirt: one size to fit all.  

For the Hoheisens, the baas-kneg relationship remained intact even at 

Christmas, which did not fit well with me, believing as I did that it is a Christian 

feast uniting people in thanksgiving after a year’s hard work.  

Astonishingly, my proposal that all the workers be invited up to the main 

house on Heiliger Abend to join in a carol singing by the light of the Christmas 

tree, was taken up.  

A further move to improve human relations between boss and servant was 

forced on the Hoheisens by poor weather one Christmas.  

Hans Hoheisen was persuaded to carry out his khaki shorts presentation 

face-to-face on the covered stoep: he could now actually see the grateful 

recipients, shake their hands, wish them a Happy Christmas and graciously 

hand over their bonus – one Rand – male or female!   

In an attempt to counter the effects of excessive alcohol, a hamper of food 

was handed to each family. The children received sweets: pre-packed by 

Tantchen to economise on this extra expense.  

My constant references to alcohol do not constitute exaggeration or over-

emphasis! It was horrible to see our people weaving around drunk on 

weekends, and especially at Christmastime.  
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And it took at least 20 years of painstaking socio-economic development to 

eradicate these bad habits that were part and parcel of the paternalistic baas-

kneg relationship.  

Exceptional good labour relations created a constant, long serving workers 

team. 

In the early 1970s, my neighbours and I pooled together to build a primary 

school for local farmworkers’ children – SFW helped to fund the project under 

the auspices of the Stellenbosch NG Kerk. At the height of Driehoek Primary’s 

success – we were employing eight  teachers in charge of about 100 pupils – 

we even built a house next to the school for the principal.  

The children were no longer required to walk the 5 km to Elsenburg to 

attend the local government school.  

I even supplied "my" kids with a donkey cart to travel the kilometre or so 

from the labourers’ cottages to the school, but the donkey ran away so often, 

that that endeavour was eventually scrapped.  

It was little things that made a difference. Like giving the farmworkers 

a voucher to shop for their own clothes, instead of providing clothing. But it 

also meant teaching them about self-discipline and a sense of responsibility – 

the old system of giving essentials instead of cash was practised because 

cash was invariably spent in the nearest bottle store rather than at the 

supermarket or clothing shop.  
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Simon Letseka                         Jan Abelse                         Isac Coki      

 

Education was at the heart of our humble attempts at socio-economic 

development.  

The Government closed the school in 2002, when we started struggling to 

find teachers and the children seemed to prefer going to the local government 

school.  

The improvement of the labourers’ houses on the farm was one of our 

larger projects.  
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When I arrived at Driesprong I inherited basic structures - no ceilings, no  

plaster on the walls. No facilities for a stove or a lavatory. We started to 

upgrade the houses one by one, adding all the modern comforts for a better 

life.  

Sadly, some of the labour never maintained the standard we would have 

liked.  However a rate of failure was unavoidable.    
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A community hall was built, but it could not persuade people to use it. The 

big-screen communial television was not popular, so we eventually provided 

a standard TV for each household.  

Similarly, the communal toilets were never kept clean, so we ended up 

building a toilet onto each house. We also learned lessons through this, how 

important it is to treat people as individuals and give each a sense of their 

own responsibility.  

Over the years we have encouraged our workers to improve their skills, be 

it to learn something simple such as driving a lorry or tractor and pruning 

a vine, or tackle more advanced work such as being in charge of the very 

complicated spraying schedule during summer.  

One realises what progress has been made if cars are parked outside 

labourers’ cottages. 

Despite many mistakes and misunderstandings, through all the trials and 

tribulations, my volkies always stood by me; I think they respected my honesty 

and typically Germanic forthright appoach and saw that my commitment to 

helping them was genuine.  

Some farmworkers have spent up to 30 years with me. And it often 

happened that an entire family ended up working at Delheim, with the var ious 

members finding a place in either the vineyards, cellar, house, garden or 

workshop.  
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For this reason the family graveyard on Driesprong is for the farm’s workers 

as well – it was probably for many years one of the few multiracial graveyards 

in the country!  

I’m sure this was the kind of approach that helped bind our workers to the 

farm: like the living, their deceased were also cared for, not simply allowed to 

be consigned to a burial site for the homeless and impoverished.  

Many of my early compatriots are no longer with us. I remember them with 

great fondness: Geduld Hendrickse, Willem Ruiters, Simon Letseke.  

Simon was the  gardener and had been with with us for 30 years (since the 

1950s). He couldn’t read or write. When it became time for him to sem i-retire, 

we assigned him the task of welcoming guests: directing cars to facilitate 

efficient parking under the oak trees.  

Unable to count, he was given a pile of pebbles and a tin each morning and 

for every car, he had to deposit a pebble into the tin. The record? Some 517 

klippies in one day!  

Simon was eventually replaced by a computer in 1984: our first foray into 

the world of high technology.  

The relatives of many of the "old guard" are still working at Delheim. 

Together we have fought the elements: fires, winds.  

Race discrimination never raised its ugly head at Delheim; we understood 

each other so well. Being German, the baas had no historical bias, he was not 

familiar with Apartheid. 
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My  Travels 
 

Kilimanjaro - an unbelievable experience, to stand on the 
top of Africa.23 

 

My first Skiing Trip in Switzerland 

New Year 1959. I was visiting my family in Tettnang; a first return to the 

Heimat after eight years in Africa.  

After I met my brother Thomas we were eager to do some winter sport: We 

decided on a skiing trip. Snow reports spoke about marginal conditions at all 

the famous ski resorts. But we headed across the Swiss border, down the 

Majola Pass, with St. Moritz in our sights.  

There was not much snow there either, but where else to go?  

When Thomas enquired about guesthouse accommodation, we found  

prices were way beyond our meagre budget. So we headed to the dorpies 

down in the valley in search of something our budget style.  

Here too, we struggled, until the local baker in a village called Sils  Maria 

informed us that the pastorie might offer affordable rooms, but that we would 

have to take our own linen, which he very kindly offered to lend us. 

                                                      

23 Spatz remembering the feeling upon reaching the peak of Kilimanjaro on 18 September 

1993. 
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Our "luxury" at the pastorie = hot water, which had to be fetched in a jug 

from the kitchen.  

Thomas returned from his first trip to the kitchen with the news that there 

was a beautiful maiden boarding in one of the rooms and that we should make 

contact! But we could not track her down that night and went off skiing the 

next day in high anticipation of what we might find when we returned "home" 

that evening!  

Thomas was eventually successful in getting to meet her and duly made a 

date for 7 p.m. that very evening. We ended up in a nightclub in St. Moritz, 

with my brother and I vying for the girl’s attention. 

It was well after midnight when we left the nightclub. In high spirits, we 

"borrowed" a sleigh left by the roadside, and went rollicking down the hill to 

Sils Maria.  

As we neared the pastorie, Thomas, to his horror, discovered he had 

mislaid the key and went rushing back to the main road to try and find it. This 

was my opportunity to make my move on our discovery.  

As Thomas disappeared over a snowy rise, I gently kissed her, and was 

graciously informed: "Mein Herr, Sie sind der erste Mann in meinem Leben, 

der mich geküsst hat!"  

Wow! I was in love. Her name was Sylvia Lossen. The next morning she 

left for the south where she lived near Lake Como with her mother and sister. 

Thomas and I returned to the Bodensee with just a telephone number.  
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A few weeks later I returned to Italy with my mother and a friend, and tried 

to make contact with Sylvia. Our efforts to get through to her by telephone 

would have been in vain had it not been for Mama Sperling's tenacity in 

dealing with the Italian telephone service.  

We eventually embarked on a "treasure hunt" by car, landing up at 

a beautiful Italian villa where Sylvia’s mother Hilla graciously welcomed us.  

She informed us that she was on her way to fetch Sylvia from boarding 

school! Oops … I’d not realised how young she was!  

But Mama Geleynse was as keen as my mother to get us together and 

apparently informed Sylvia’s teacher that an "elderly uncle" had just arrived to 

visit, hence the necessity of Sylvia being taken out of school early!  

That evening I took Sylvia out on a little boat on the lake. A mist came 

rolling in and we found ourselves in a fantasy world. It was one of life’s 

unforgettable, most perfect moments I shall always remember.   

We left the next morning, continuing our trip south. Sylvia returned to 

school.  

It was a meeting of fate, because though our romance was never continued 

– future circumstances saw to that – her mother and stepfather eventually 

immigrated to South Africa. Hilla and Hank became family friends topped by 

Hilla’s remark about 1959 vintage being "Dreck" – Spatzendreck. 

“Mr and Mrs Vintner went to Europe during October/November 1967. He, to 

study new wine developments and she to announce to old and new friends 
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that a baby vintner was on the way, due to arrive after the 1968 harvest.” (– or 

so we hoped). [Excerpt from Delheim newsletter, March 1968] 

Not very much to learn in cellar techniques, but our vineyards in South 

Africa were in a shocking condition if compared to the Prussian style 

management of the German vineyards.  

The reason for this negligence? Too much land available and too little 

knowledge regarding suitability of soil and vine varieties. The growing pains of 

a new wine country! In future all our efforts had to be concentrated on 

improving vineyards and selecting only the best grape varieties, suitable to 

the relevant micro-climate. 

“Mr and Mrs Vintner went on a ‘busman’s’ holiday through the wine regions of 

Switzerland. Beyond doubt, Switzerland can hardly be surpassed if pleasant 

travelling and beautiful surroundings are the criteria.” [Excerpt from Delheim 

newsletter, September 1975] 

“Mr and Mrs Vintner visited South America. Had it not been for Mrs Vintner’s 

linguistic talent in speaking Spanish, a trip to that continent would have been 

virtually impossible.  

In the Argentine, the steaks are really bigger and better. Trout tastes juicier 

and sweeter on the shores of Lake Titicaca at $1 a portion!  

In La Paz, capital of Bolivia, at an altitude of nearly 4 000m, climbing the steps 

to our third-floor room compares with an ascent of the Eiger Nordwand!  
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Shared a ride on a Bolivian bus with hoenders and piglets and Indian peasant 

women smuggling men’s underpants from Peru to Bolivia under their 

voluminous skirts!  

South Americans consume 10 times more wine per capita than South 

Africans. A leisurely lunch is followed by a two-hour siesta to recuperate in 

time for a 10pm dinner! 

Travelled across the Yucatan Peninsula by road.  Can advise to visit only if 

you can withstand 35 °C in the shade, day and night, in winter!  Don’t expect a 

bus to arrive on time.  

Don’t expect a friendly answer to a gringo’s question. Stay until your stomach 

gives in and then fly straight to the Mayo Clinic in Boston. Nobody else can 

cure you of the revenge of Montezuma!  

California: God created the West Coast on Sunday morning; he was in a good 

mood. California is richer and more beautiful than we expected. Everything 

works and everything is disposable. [Excerpt from Delheim newsletter, 

December 1979] 

First Trip to London 

Having travelled widely in Europe and the Americas, my first trip to London – 

arguably the wine consuming capital of the world – only happened in 1989.  
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It was in the time of economic sanctions against South African and South 

African wines were stuck away on the lowest shelves of a bottle store so as to 

avoid embarassment by the Anti Apartheid lobby.  

Malicious customers with a taste for petty political activism would select 

their favourite South African wines, load them into a trolley, have their 

purchases rung up at the sales counter and then announce, loudly, that they 

had "forgotten" to bring cash or credit card and walk out of the shop.  

Our trip was a desperate attempt to make inroads in this hostile 

environment, but with little success.  

KWV was the only "brand" that managed to move, and its wine, of average 

quality, sold on price only.  

Throughout our time there, the English would be as polite as ever, listening 

to our story and promising to place an order … which never materialised.  

Eventually, in despair, after days of traipsing from one high street merchant 

to another high street merchant, we gave up on business and decided to 

concentrate on the lighter side of London: the post-8pm nightlife. 

From my travels to the metropoles of the world, I have learned that an 

evening out on the town has to be approached in two stages.  

Of all the great cities, I found London to be the one which offered a variety 

that verged on the absurd! It is a city built on the endeavours of humans of all 

colours and creeds!  
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For example, on my last night out, I found myself waiting for the tube at 

about 2 a.m. On my right: the epitome of a City businessman, perfection in 

pinstripes, complete with brolly, gleaming black brogues and elegant 

briefcase.  

On my left: a punk rocker, with spiky pink hair, yellow trousers and blue 

shirt colour-co-ordinated to clash, plus all the authentic accessories from 

leather and studs, to earrings and noserings.  

Watching them from a few yards, I noticed that neither took any notice of 

the other, not even a glance of either approval or criticism.  

I realised that this is something that makes a city great: everything is 

possible, tolerated, and adds colour to a drab, dirty and cold underground 

train station in the early hours of an English morning. 

But, back to the real story of my last night in London. I had forgotten the 

name of the station closest to my B&B.  

After some deliberation, I disembarked at the station which sounded most 

familiar to disembark. Emerging at street level, I was greeted by wind and 

rain. Plus there was nothing remotely recognisable about my surroundings to 

reach the Bed & Breakfast.  

Wandering up and down the street, getting wetter by the minute, I finally 

came upon a telephone booth.  
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I pulled out my famous boekie (the notebook that goes everywhere with 

me) and, to my relief, discovered that I had noted down the B&B’s telephone 

number.  

Then, to my despair, I discovered that the phone was card- and not coin-

operated. But then I noticed that, protruding from the slot, was a card. And 

when I pushed it in, it registered a credit of 50 pence!  

I was saved … if someone at the B&B would only answer my distress call 

at this pre-dawn hour? Someone did, and informed me that I was standing 

diagonally opposite my B&B, just 50m away!  

I have seldom felt so grateful to crawl into a bed. And, in silent appreciation 

of the person who had left his phone card in the slot, I did the same, leaving 

30 pence credit. 

Kilimanjaro 

I had never had the opportunity to do much mountain climbing, so seeing as 

I had never conquered Everest or Mont Blanc, I decided in September 1989 to 

try my luck with Africa’s highest peak, Mount Kilimanjaro.  

Just under 6 000m high I would have to have the support of my much fitter 

hiking buddies, Ernst Raschbichler and Stevie Smit. 

Our agent in Nairobi lent us a car and driver to assist with communication 

which was in local dialect, and local finance to facilitate progress. We set off in 
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a vintage Peugeot on the four-hour drive to the little town of Arusha at the foot 

of Kilimanjaro.  

My enquiries to our host as to what was to happen to our driver while we 

completed the five-day climb, was met by a reassuring: "Oh, he will wait for 

you – stay with friends and be at your service when you return."  

Where else but in Africa can one enjoy such a taxi service? Imagine a New 

York cabbie waiting for five days while "his Lordship" climbs the Rockies.  

Ernst was the most experienced member of our party – he had climbed 

"Kili" twice before, in icy cold conditions. I was the least fit – my companions 

held out little hope that I would successfully complete the climb. But, with five 

guides and porters in attendance to carry our kit (and any corpses!) between 

camps, I was confident of meeting the challenge.  

Our "gear" comprised mainly things that could keep us warm, including silk 

stockings (for chafing) and woollen socks.  

Provisions for us and equipment for guides, had been supplied by a little 

backpacker's hotel run by an ancient German spinster, who must have arrived 

at Kilimanjaro's base at the beginning of the century!  

Her only warning was that it was "cold, very cold up there".  

Miss Adèle was of the old school: disciplined and well organised. These 

qualities filtered through to the porters and especially our chief guide who 

exercised strict discipline, besides showing great dedication to the job at hand 
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and admirable powers of persuasion when dealing with recalcitrant porters 

and over-eager exhausted climbers.  

These were never better illustrated than when eggs for breakfast were 

transported in a crash proof container all the way up to Kibo Camp 5 000m 

high – for consumption four days later. 

All the detailed preparation did not lessen tension and sleeplessness 

before the beginning of the assault.  

Day one took us through sub-tropical forests and was quite easy-going. 

Our first night at Mandara Hut consisted of primitive triangular framed 

pondokkies – the more comfortable huts were already taken.  

The "game" soon became obvious: up early to reach the next overnight 

stop in time to ‘reserve’ the best ‘accommodation’ – on this trip there were 

some 50 Japanese mountain "goats" schlepping themselves up the mountain.  

The next stop was Horombo at some 4 000 m where we were allowed an 

acclimatisation day, to give our bodies time to adapt to the lack of oxygen.  

The third day was marked by arid surroundings and ever-steepening 

inclines. We reached Kibo Hut at about 4 p.m., kaputt.  

To make matters worse, we found the hut completely overrun by a noisy 

Japanese climbing party, leaving little chance of some rest and quiet before 

the final "onslaught" in the dead of night.  
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By chance, we came upon a locked room "reserved" for VIPs.  A $5 note 

convinced the hut attendant that we were those VIPs! 

We rested until midnight, had breakfast, donned our "headlamp" torches 

and started off in the pitch dark for the final climb to Uhuru peak, the highest 

point on Kibo crater.  

The Japanese had left earlier and were sprinkling the mountainside with 

little headlights accompanied by endless outbursts of "quatch, quatch".  

On our way we passed the Otto Maier Cave, the final resting place of the 

German mountaineer who was the first to climb Kilimanjaro in 1863.   

Shortly after, Ernst, the most experienced among us, suddenly collapsed. 

We left him in the cave in the company of a porter to recuperate, hopefully 

sufficiently to continue the final climb.  

Before we continued, we gave an emotional rendition of the military 

farewell song: "Ich hatt’ einen Kameraden ...". It was very sad, but we had to 

keep going before we, too, lost our adrenaline level.  

It took us seven hours to reach Gillman's Point, the official top of 

Kilimanjaro and just 200m below Uhuru Peak. An unbelievable experience, 

to stand on top of Africa. 

Three days later back at the base of the mountain our driver was waiting. 

He just could not believe that the oubaas had made it to the top – I had to 

show him my "certificate" to prove it.  
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The car trip back to Nairobi was eventful. Our Peugeot decided that the 

potholes of Tanzania were just too much for its exhaust system, which we had 

to re-attach with bloudraad.  

Then the car had a puncture that, having no tools, we could not repair. 

So we bumped back to Arusha, reaching it on a Saturday afternoon where we 

were extremely lucky to find a local mechanic willing to help on the weekend.  

In Central Africa you do not travel on Saturday afternoons or Sundays or at 

night – you will lose your way and not find anyone to help in the event of 

a mishap, as those who might can scarcely help themselves, having been 

cared for by some alcoholic by-products.  

A side tour to Serengeti was stopped by the depth of the potholes and the 

complimentary stones on the road and nightfall.  

A smart Travel Lodge was overflowing with a group of sterile Americans 

who were programmed – Africa, and we found ourselves sidelined by price 

and noise.   

We landed in the bus drivers’ compound which was a disused piggery, only 

to be awakend by calls of a nearby Mosque, reminding us to continue with our 

travels at 5 a.m.   
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The first African Trade Show north of the Limpopo 

Delheim was one of three wine producers who dared to venture into Central 

Africa, participating in the Nairobi Wine Show. We had strict instructions 

to limit the dops offered to visitors to prevent overindulgence.  

At one point, two very black-skinned, rather overbearing gentlemen 

approached our stall and, after a polite greeting, demanded to taste our 

"alcoholic liquid".  

At first I did not know whether I should serve them or not; I was not familiar 

with local manners and was a bit taken aback by their demanding attitude.  

Besides, were they genuinely interested in my wine, or could they possibly 

be contenders for Nairobi’s Alcoholics Anonymous?  

I took a shot in the dark and inquired: "Would you like to taste white or red? 

Sweet or dry?"  

After several seconds of uneasy silence, one of the gentlemen answered 

impatiently: "Sir, please, I would like to taste your wine, something that tastes 

like Captain Morgan!" 

The trade show was an Olympian success!  

Delheim went on to stage the very first wine seminars north of the equator. 

(Our trip up Kilimanjaro was actually not our first experience of Central Africa.)   
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Our hosts in Nairobi were very charming Indian traders, who spoiled us 

with hospitality beyond description. We enjoyed endless dinners and an outing 

to the Tree House National Park.  

Accommodation in the park was in rooms elevated among the tree tops 

overlooking a salt pan. A game watcher would be assigned to look-out for 

game during the night.  When something was spotted, guests were woken up 

by choice.  

There were two lights next to each bed: one for a hippo sighting (red), one 

for elephant (green). These would flash, giving the guest the option of whether 

or not the sighting was worth getting out of bed.  

After this pioneering vinous excursion into the heart of Africa, our wine 

business flourished for a year or two. But then the constant bargaining – 

in inimitable Indian style – became unpleasant and we decided to abandon the 

Kenyan market.  

QE II 

Arriving as guests of Messrs. Cunard Lines, Mr. & Mrs. Vintner re-arrived, fifty 

years later in Cape Town after a wonderful two weeks on a cruise from South 

Hampton to Cape Town.   

The pleasure of being on the receiving end of constant care and attention 

and the impeccable service of first-class travel, will remain with me for a long 

time.   
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How did I earn such a luxourious excursion?  Merely by presenting two 

Delheim Wine Tastings to ± 300 guests who endured my wine bombardment 

in more or less sleepy conditions.   

My advice to the very sleepy ones: you can sleep with great pleasure as 

long as you do not snore. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The two weeks of luxury on board of the QE II were  

the triumph of all my travels throughout the world. 

 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

Friends …   
 

Our connection was immediate: a French "mechanic", who 
hardly spoke any English, meets a German Obstbauer with 
no command of the French language, in Africa.24   

Louis Coq 

Sometime in the 50’s I met Louis Coq, known as "Kookie", at the height of the 

pressing season in Rawsonville near Worcester. 

All I could see of Kookie were his feet which were sticking out from beneath 

a 20-ton, 600 mm Coq press, which he was trying to make function.  

When this tiny Frenchman finally emerged from beneath a mass of 

unprocessed grapes and sticky juice, our vibes clicked: a French mechanical 

engineer, who hardly spoke any English, meets a German Obstbauer with no 

command of the French language, in Africa.  

Louis stayed at Delheim on numerous occasions and I visited him at his 

family home in Aix-en-Provence. Our friendship was characterised by much 

mutual leg-pulling and constant laughter. We were inseparable, spending long 

hours walking and talking. 

                                                      

24 Spatz, recalling his first encounter with long-time friend Louis Coq, in the 1950s. 
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Louis had a passion for hunting. This "bloodlust" was conveniently 

assuaged by letting him loose on the troublesome antelope which would feed 

on the new shoots of the vines in spring. 

Unfortunately Coq was the worst shot I’d ever met. It was a neccessity to 

go "hunting" at night on a Land Rover, with the "hunter" perched on the spare 

wheel on the bonnet.   

 

 The "light engineer" standing tall on the back, shining the spotlight in all 

directions where little bucks could graze.  
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The location of the prey was vague: somewhere in the vineyards. It would 

be pure luck to come upon a bokkie and pin it down in the spotlight where 

it would be transfixed, staring into the beam.  

We’d leave the Rover’s engine idling to minimise human noise. Now all Coq 

had to do was aim for a spot on the immobile animal’s forehead and shoot. 

But not Louis!  

One night he got a hare in his sights and fired, and missed, several times. 

In frustration, he jumped off the vehicle, fired again, and again missed.  

After which he simply flung the rifle at the confused hare. That was one 

animal I doubt ever returned to partake of a juicy titbit in the vineyards. 

Coq was an ingenious engineer, though never overly concerned about 

money, which was in part why he was eventually forced to close down the 

Coq wine equipment manufacturing factory that had been in his family for five 

generations.  

He was amazingly creative, seeing for example the potential of the 

Chisholm Rider, an American grape harvester. He was also a brilliant 

salesman, though I remember one occasion when I surprised him with my own 

sales savvy. 
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Towards the end of one of his business trips to South Africa, 

I accompanied him on a day’s visit to clients. We had a 7 p.m. "deadline" in 

the form of a dinner date in the Sable Room, one of the smartest restaurants 

in Cape Town, with important clients of his.  

We were running out of time, late afternoon at a client in Villiersdorp, when 

I piped up: "Of course, we can adapt that particular machine, can’t we?" Coq 

was flabbergasted, staring at me as if I were the Saviour himself!  

Five minutes later, Coq signed his biggest South African order ever.  

He was so grateful, he actually offered me a position as his technical 

assistant in South Africa. Of course, soon after there was to be no more Coq 

& Co., so I was never destined to receive those huge commissions he dangled 

so enticingly before my eyes that day. 

Coq was a world traveller, selling his presses – the best in their day – 

to vintners from Gallo in California to the apparatchiks in Yugoslavia. He had 

a Frenchman’s charm.  

His most irritating habit was that he never had breakfast, hardly ever ate 

lunch, and rarely enjoyed dinner. Not surprisingly, he weighed a mere 60 kg, 

almost half my size!  

He could be somewhat weltfremd (naïve, unworldly) in the funniest way. 

He was always immaculately dressed, despite carrying very little luggage. But 

among his things were always half a bar of green Sunlight soap and a pair of 

wooden shoe stretchers.  
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His "second best" friend (as he referred to him) in South Africa was "Baron 

Pongrácz" – the Hungarian viticulturist Desiderius Pongrácz – who once 

received a brick from Coq, which he had picked up in the ruins of the 

Pongrácz ancestral castle while on a visit to Hungary. Both were true rightists 

with tunnel vision and the belief that "a real man has to be a good shot, 

a good rider and a secretive lover"!  

Coq and Company was eventually declared bankrupt. He retired to the 

Provence.  As Victor’s godfather he remains forever a part of our family.  

Should anyone have thought that meeting Coq was a string of strange 

happenings then meeting Hans Ambrosi outshines them all.   

Hans Ambrosi 

It was 1956, carnival time at the University of Stellenbosch and the time for 

the annual ball. My student friends and I had reserved a long trestle table at 

the black-tie dinner-dance in the town hall and by 11 p.m. we were quite jolly. 

The rowdier we got, the quieter and more disgusted the occupants at 

a neighbouring table became.  

After a while, we noticed that there were Germans among them and 

thought, why not have them join us? The only "problem" was that their alcohol 

level was far lower than ours!  

I nevertheless decided to make a few "formal" overtures, not taking into 

account the rickety nature of a trestle table. My overly polite demeanour was 
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heavily compromised when I misjudged the weight of my leaning figure and 

collapsed the entire table, glasses and all.  

We were all summarily asked to leave the premises. But I had broken the 

ice and the party with our new-found companions continued in a nearby 

private women’s residence, where a lady friend even managed to provide 

some vino for 30-odd uninvited, very thirsty guests!  

I still have a memory of a young girl lying kaputt on her bed, being 

bombarded by Ambrosi with German poetry of snow, ice and eternal love. 

This was the beginning of what became quite an intense friendship.  

He fell in love on numerous occasions, with the consequent drama of each 

break-up including almost suicidal tendencies. How many times was I not 

handed the keys of his car, to keep, in case he never returned from yet 

another trip to Europe to recuperate from a broken heart.  

Hans Ambrosi was from Hungary and was working in South Africa as 

a viticultural researcher at Elsenburg.  

We were very different.  

He was the ingenuous academic and I was the practical, more levelheaded 

boer. But we collaborated on brilliant wine articles together: he had the ideas 

and I had to translate them into words.  
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We worked together on a piece for the January 1961 Australian Wine, 

Brewing and Spirit Review on a new, fully automatic wine press designed by 

Italian cellarmaster Agostini for Franschhoek Co-op.  

I also wrote articles for 

Wynboer, the local and then 

still chiefly technical 

magazine for the wine 

industry.  

In November 1961 it was 

on plastic tanks for storing 

and transporting wine (I had 

gleaned inform-ation on one 

of my two-yearly trips to 

Europe).  

In April 1964 I discussed 

the continuous fermentation 

system, following a visit to 

South Africa by De Franceschi, the Italian engineer and designer of the 

automatic fermenter named after him. 
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Ambrosi, my closest friend of all. Whatever we tackled was always a financial loss but it 

welded our friendship forever. 

 

 

 

Ambrosi had the contacts and know-how. Sperling had to organise the 

logistics and finances – mostly out of Driesprong’s meagre resources!  

What we imagined would be a fairly straightfoward enterprise, turned into 

one big headache. In the end, – Driesprong – lost a lot of money.  

This did not bother Ambrosi too much, though. His response was simply: 

"Well, how could we foresee such ill winds? And how was I supposed to know 

Delheim attracted so much wind!"  

Our "five-year plan" quickly became redundant and we were left, counting 

our losses.  
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To offset some of these, Ambrosi introduced the Hengle grafting machine 

to the locals, and it was Sperling’s job to smous them to the nurseries.  

We were fairly successful as machine graft was a great improvement to the 

long-tongue hand graft.  

Ambrosi and I drank together and philosophised together. Often our silly 

debates on love, sex and the unknown would only end when the sun came up.  

Ambrosi’s wife Helga, in all respects as sturdy as one perceives the typical 

Deutsche Hausfrau, always supported her husband in his endless 

confrontations with his superiors. He was a volatile personality; he didn’t cope 

well in the administration world.  

He never pulled his subordinates up over lax work, letting them carry on 

with their jobs undisturbed. When he was hauled over the coals by his 

superiors, he always managed to talk his way out of it. He preferred to use his 

energy to rock the establishment. His ideas on marketing were way ahead of 

their time in the Cape wine industry. 

It was partly through Hans Ambrosi that I met my future wife and mother of 

my children, Vera. Even after Ambrosi returned permanently to Germany in 

1966, we would still have our interminable all-night get-togethers on his odd 

visits to South Africa, but the demands of his career made these increasingly 

rare.  
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Desiderius Pongrácz 

I met another colourful Hungarian nobleman, the Baron Desiderius Pongrácz, 

one day on Muratie’s front stoep.  

Annemie Canitz introduced me to the man I had often seen in the onion 

field on nearby Nieuwetuin where he supervised the cultivation of garden 

produce; he was a trained agriculturist.  

He and I clicked immediately, despite his, in my opinion, totally warped 

opinion of the German Third Reich. This could no doubt be attributed to his 

years of political persecution.  

He was arrested in the main street of Budapest in the late 1940s on 

a charge of spying for the USA. He spent the next eight months in solitary 

confinement in a Budapest prison, from where he was transferred to Siberia 

where he spent eight years working in lead mines and indigenous forests.  

He always laughed when we mentioned the famous books written about 

escapes from Siberia. He labelled the writers "celebrity seekers", who were 

probably never incarcerated there. It was generally held that escaping the 

gulags was impossible.  

Pongrácz believed his survival was solely due to the fact that he had been 

classified as "extremely dangerous", which dissuaded the prison guards from 

ever touching him.  
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By 1954 West German chancellor Konrad Adenauer was demanding that 

the Soviet Union transfer all their foreign prisoners back to their respective 

homelands.   

Pongrácz found himself back in a Hungarian prison, where he got an 

unexpected lucky break: the outbreak of the Hungarian Revolution in 1956, 

which saw the doors of all prisons flung open.  

Pongrácz fled to Austria to a friend who happened to be a nephew of 

former German emperor Kaiser Wilhelm II who took him under his protection 

and sent him to his farm in Namibia (then South West Africa): 20 000 ha of 

semi-desert near Marienthal.  

A year later, Pongrácz, a nobleman of the highest order, found himself on 

Herrn Muller’s Stellenbosch farm overseeing onions growing happily. 

This intelligent, highly qualified man was totally frustrated supervising 

a vegetable patch.  

I eventually persuaded him to give me his academic qualifications and 

presented them to Dr Piet Venter, then chief of the viticultural and oenological  

research institute Nietvoorbij.  

Pongrácz was granted an interview and I went along in support. 

An hour or more later, Pongrácz appeared with a red-faced, excited 

Dr Venter behind him. He’d got the job, not by virtue of his qualifications but 

because early on in the interview the two had discovered they shared 
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common political ground: Dr Venter (like many conservative Afrikaners at the 

time) was a sympathiser of the former Third Reich.  

Pongrácz was hired and went on to become a world expert on viticulture, 

publishing works on rootstock among other subjects. 

He was a scholar when it came to European history – he could name all the 

battle sites, warring parties and eventual victors. When Heimweh struck, he’d 

come over and we’d share a bottle of wine (I remember a 1969 Meerendal). 

Frans Malan 

Then there was the reboubtable Frans Malan.  

Frans, who passed away in 2003 after bravely living with the after-effects of 

a stroke some years before, was the type of man who has attracted as many 

detractors as he had admirers, the former usually driven by jealousy, a quality 

I found typical of many Afrikaners.  

Frans fought with many, but it was mostly on matters of principle. In all the 

25 years I knew him, I and he had never an angry exchange.  

He was a man of brilliance and vision, a natural leader, which should have 

seen him reach the top of the political hierarchy of the local wine industry.  

I think it was his abrasiveness which prevented this, often leading to 

suspicion among colleagues and accusations of ulterior motives: dat hy in sy 

eie sak boer. 
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Our friendship was based on a dovetailing relationship. Frans led the way 

and I was his willing and able No 2, giving him the back-up he needed.  

I always tried to be there to help him get things done, especially when his 

counterparts tried to stonewall him.  

As a result of his ceaseless energy and commitment to fighting for progress 

in an industry dominated by conservatives, Frans spent many a day in court. 

When he lost a case, which was not often, it was invariably because he was 

ahead of his time with the issues he fought for.  

The best example of this was the labelling of his Pinotage as being a 100% 

single varietal. This was verified by the Wine & Spirits Board but it was 

prohibited by some obscure liquor law – probably introduced by some jealous 

competitor – to state this on a wine label.  To think that the authorities forbid 

him to state the truth!  This alone could drive Frans up the pole – the vineyard 

pole.   

His most famous case, however, involved me.  

One of the liquor laws of the time stipulated that the machinery in one’s 

cellar could only be used to handle the owner’s grapes.  

So, for example, our filling machine was only certified to handle our own 

wine, not even water or coca-cola. What did it matter if your pump was used 

to pump your or your neighbour’s product?  
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It was such a stupid regulation that it was simply ignored. But it affected us 

when equipment broke down at a crucial time during harvesting when time 

was of the essence this regulation could be condemning.  

Theoretically, we were then required to close down the cellar, leaving tons 

of grapes waiting to be processed. We were not allowed to borrow our 

neighbour’s crusher or pump to come on steam.  

Towards the end of said harvest Frans detected some precious Botrytis 

grapes in the Chenin-Blanc, always very special to a wine farmer. The press 

he had to handle this golden material was not gentle enough. What he needed 

was an old-fashioned basket press. I had one.  

I immediately offered it to him. But as we were skirting the law, it was 

decided that he would use it after hours and only outside our cellar, so that 

not a drop of my grape juice would mix with that of Frans’ Noble Late Harvest.  

The following Saturday afternoon, we closed our cellar and set up the press 

for Frans’ precious grapes. We had just started filling the press, when two 

KWV inspectors appeared from the bushes: 

Ai Menere, wat gaan nou hier aan?  

 We had no defence. 

The outcome? Frans Malan and Spatz Sperling featured on page two of 

Monday’s “Die Burger” in a story with some ridiculous heading like: "Caught 

using illegal machinery to process grapes in neighbour’s cellar!" Plus we were 

hauled in front of a magistrate and fined R50 or two days in prison.  
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It no doubt caused great delight in some quarters, especially among those 

who must have tipped off the KWV inspectors. Only a pity the story wasn’t on 

page one, so we could have enjoyed a more lasting fame. As it was, we were 

known as the "Night Riders" for many years after. 

Stevie Smit 

My friendship with Stevie Smit developed despite a rather smelly first 

encounter.  

We met in the 1950s at the Koelenhof station on a railway truck bearing 

good old Karoo mis. He had ordered ten truckloads for his vast empire at 

Koopmanskloof; me, a meagre one. But we stood on this stinking heap of 

sheep manure, sharing the hope that it would benefit our malnourished 

vineyards.  

Stevie was not only the biggest single private vineyard owner in the Cape – 

he managed 600 ha of vines, ranch-style – but a dedicated mountaineer. This 

is how we came to join him on an "easy" outing in the Krakadouw region of the 

Cederberg.  

After a day’s hike we came down to the camping spot at Wupperthal. With 

Prussian determination, I made my two children, Victor and Nora (then about 

5 and 4 years old) undress right there for a wash in the icy water of a nearby 

mountain spring.  
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The temperature was around 13° Celcius. The kids almost died of cold, and 

embarrassment. But this murderous treatment impressed Stevie so much, that 

we were "in".  

It was the beginning of many more hikes together, which eventually 

culminated in the highlight – climbing Mount Kilimanjaro, Africa’s highest 

mountain, in the spring of 1993. 

Stevie’s door is always open. But most importantly, he is true to himself, 

uncomplicated to the degree of naïveté with his ability to simply ignore the 

complexities of life.  

It also underpins his ability to cope with life by ignoring small fry. Which is 

how he manages to farm on such massive tracts of vineyard.  

On Driesprong, every vine must be in its place.  

Stevie, on the other hand, doesn’t worry about missing vines – one simply 

farms around the bare patches. Besides, it doesn’t pay to fill gaps where vines 

do not want to grow in any case.  

Why force a situation? It gets one nowhere, and just causes stress.  

Somehow it works for Stevie, otherwise he would be bankrupt. 

Our friendship came naturally, despite our different characters.  

Stevie is a grape rancher, I am a wineman.  

There are no secrets between us, we do not interfere with each others’ 

lives.  
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Stevie has had two wives, I only one. That is enough reason not to start 

sharing intimacies.  

I accepted his alliance with that exclusive Afrikaner association, the much-

maligned Broederbond; I always admired him for his commitment to 

community work, for which he is well-known. 

Sydney Back 

By comparison, my friendship with Sydney Back, the doyen of Backsberg, was 

based on a typical father-son relationship.  

"Oom Sydney" was the epitome of the wise old Jew – he was always very 

proud of his Jewishness.  

He was a strong character, very firm in his outlook on life with an enviable 

ability to see the big picture. Sydney was just plain slim.  

His pig stud was one of the most advanced in the country.  

If you had any questions regarding irrigation systems, you would ask 

Sydney, who revolutionised irrigation practices in this country.  

When he realised that the price he got for his B-grade distilling wine was 

not worth the effort, he produced his own brandy, pioneering new legislation 

re-introducing private estate brandy production at the end of the 1980s.  

He was one of the first to start maturing red wine in small 220 l itre casks 

à la the French Bordeaux style. 
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But most importantly, he was always available to share his know-how with 

anyone, and always only gave honest opinions and advice.  

I guess the greatest difference between us was his stereotypical Jewish 

regard for money. He had a great talent for calculating and predicting the 

future.  

I, on the other hand, would impetuously go and plant thousands of pine 

trees which would be destroyed in a fire and lose me a fortune.  

His death of cancer in the 1990s was a great loss. He had no enemies; he 

was too good, too honest, too accommodating. 

HX Berning 

Harry Berning is my golfing buddy, who committed himself to teach Sperling 

the game of Golf.  

For 25 years HX Berning, a medical doctor, was stationed in Cofimvaba, 

Transkei, caring for 60 000 patients, with his family of one wife and five sons.  

The village consisted of five houses: one for the doctor, one for the chief of 

police, two for the minister and one for the stationmaster.  

The good Herr Doktor had a very simple philosophy on life: never doubt 

what you do.  

I could take a leaf out of this man’s book.  
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Graham Boonzaaier 

The late Graham Boonzaaier was one of those friends you might not see for 

months, only to meet again and find that there was never a parting of ways.  

Boonzaaier’s brilliancy must have been based upon his ancestral mix  of 

part Jewish, part Portuguese, part Afrikaner boer.  

Our paths only crossed later in his life when, after all sorts of inventive 

activities in the business arena, both here and overseas, Boonzaaier finally 

entered the world of wine, buying the historic wine farm, Blaauwklippen.  

We first met over coffee to discuss Victor’s (my eldest son’s) application to 

attend Rondebosch Boys High School.  

Graham was full of stories, usually preceded by: "I’ll tell you how it 

happened, but it stays within these four walls."  

He made his millions by always staying one step ahead, in business and 

sport: he drove Rolls Royces; they increased in value by the day. The 

Mercedes Benzes driven by the rest of the pack had little investment value.  

Avron Wilensky 

I, a German, became friends with yet another Jew: Avron Wilensky.  

Originating from an old, well-established liquor retail family business, Avron 

was a businessman who honoured every deal. A handshake is as good as 

a written agreement.  
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He was involved with my first effort to launch Rosé in South Africa.   

Avron bought 3 000 bottles – an enormous order in those times when Rosé 

was not in fasion yet.  

In fact, he got badly stuck and took quite a financial knock. He never once 

hinted at reneging on our transaction. A deal was a deal.  

He followed the Jewish way. Negotiate until the bitter end, but once the 

deal was made, it remained cast in stone.  



 

… and  Family 
 

Thinking about my children, I can only express wonder.25  

 

                                                      

25 Spatz Sperling, putting down his thoughts on his family for these memoirs, Delheim, 2003. 
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The reason for this part of my life coming towards the end of my writings is not 

that it is in any way less important.  

It is due more to my hesitation in getting too personal about the various 

members of the clan.  

My wife and children are the most important part of my life and we are one 

great family: Papa and Mama Sperling have been married for 39 years and we 

have four wonderful children and three grandchildren. 

For many, there is usually a time when the question of whether or not to 

have children comes up. For me, personally, there never was any question: 

one should, if one is physically able, produce offspring, simply because they 

are the only blood-related beings you can ever have in your life.  

For me, it’s as simple as the saying "blood is thicker than water", yet it is 

difficult to explain and not easily understood by those who have not had 

children.  

Essentially, one is totally responsible for one’s offsprings until the day that 

Papa and Mama are not there anymore. That bond is irrevocable, 

inescapable. And the love is unconditional. 

What makes it easier, and certainly adds to one’s pleasure, is that one is 

extremely biased:  your own children are always the best, the cleverest, etc. 

They are unique and no one should dare dispute this.  
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Being part of their growing up, seeing the changes over the years, from 

their first day at school to their first girl- or boyfriend, make memories of total 

happiness!  

I was either lucky or a brilliant father, but I cannot recall ever having 

a serious dispute with any of my children in all these years.  

Imagine if one could say the same about the many other relationships in 

one’s life, which invariably had to endure either explosive situations or silent 

periods, when neither wanted to give in. 

The ways of nature are inscrutable. They are far too complicated and 

mysterious for our human brains. What was Mother Nature thinking, when she 

went to work, producing four such different human beings, all from the same 

stock?  

Imagine the multitude of DNA combinations to create such differences: 

millions of cells and not one is supposed to misbehave, producing the most 

wonderful offsprings.  

What a feat!  

But there are certain similarities among the four.  

The two eldest are merely 11 months apart and they are fondly known as 

my "A-types", as in "belonging to Africa".  

The two younger ones are my "E-types", short for "belonging in Europe".  
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The latter two are very academic: both have studied and are very concious 

of who and what they are. My "A types", by comparison, are down-to-earth, 

hands-on and ready to tackle anything. They are both perfectly suited to 

a pioneering future in Africa. 

Victor 

“At the age of about 18 months, Master Dreck, our junior vintner, helped pick 

grapes during the past harvest, although few reached the basket, let alone the 

cellar. In his own little tasting glass he demands his ‘dop a day’ with the 

assurance of a seasoned wine taster.” [Excerpt from Delheim newsletter, July 

1970] 

“Victor’s first winemaking attempts at age 10. A mini-vinification in 250ml 

Erlenmeyer flasks attracted more questions, and muggies, than the rest of the 

crop! But when the first litre of wine emerged from the trials, my son 

exclaimed: ‘Maar Pappa, dit is so maklik …!’” [Excerpt from Delheim 

newsletter: October 1978] 

There was never any doubt as to what the future held for Victor, my eldest.  

How lucky I am that he has chosen to take over my role on the farm. And, 

to his credit, he has achieved it all despite suffering from dyslexia, a word 

recognition disorder, diagnosed after years of struggling at school.  

Yet he has come out on top: today he is the best letter writer of all of us!  
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Studies in agriculture, oenology and viticulture at Elsenburg were followed 

by practical working experience at vineyards in the Rheingau and Sonoma 

Valley, and visits to Spain and Australia.  

Since 1994 he has been Delheim’s viticulturist, general manager and , in 

recent years, cellarmaster overseeing the winemaking. He is a member of the 

Winetech Committee elected by the industry to help shape the future of wine 

in South Africa. 

Victor is not a man of many words. But sy hande staan vir niks verkeerd 

nie. "Capable" is the one descriptor that springs most readily to mind.  

Yet, he surprised me on a beautiful sunny Sunday morning many years 

ago.  

We were hiking in the Cederberg, breathing in the freshest of fresh 

mountain air. The group was scattered, divided in twos and threes, which was 

conducive to the sharing of intimate thoughts in this God-given scenery.  

He and I were alone, strolling along a high-lying plateau, wet from the 

night’s mist. We exchanged few words; we did not want to spoil the serenity of 

our surroundings. Each was content with his own thoughts.  

Then suddenly, my son turned to me and said: Pappa, dink jy nie ook dat 

dit die plek is, waar ‘n mens kerk moet hou? 
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Nora 

“We announce the arrival of eine kleine Winzerin in September 1969.” 

[Excerpt from Delheim newsletter, July 1970]  

This was Nora, my second-born, like Victor destined to help take over the 

reins at Delheim from Papa Sperling.  

With an economics degree from Stellenbosch University, and a talent for 

languages, she became Delheim’s export co-ordinator and now also manages 

the marketing of Delheim wines.  

She is also a driving force behind promoting the Simonsberg Ward as 

a distinct wine of origin area within the larger Stellenbosch district.  

She is the practical one, straightfoward, like her Papa, hides a soft heart 

and a vulnerability that I remember experiencing in 1992.  

She had been working with the Stuttgart Theatre as a décor painter and the 

two of us had planned a three-week tour through Germany and Switzerland to 

promote Delheim wines and visit Omi (my mother).  

Nora was to meet me at De Gaulle Airport in Paris, but we had failed to 

make a definite meeting place, assuming we’d bump into each other.  

Of course, upon arrival I realised that we had under-estimated the size and 

extent of the place.  

After some time of frantic searching I finally spotted Nora, a lonely little 

figure sitting hunched over on the floor in a forgotten corner.  
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As soon as she saw me, she jumped up … and burst into tears. 

Father and daughter spent the most harmonious three weeks visiting 

Europe. It is so easy to be in Nora’s company. She is uncomplicated, 

observant, consistent in her moods.  

Maria 

“11 May saw another fair maiden join the family, in the form of Maria.” 

[Excerpt from Delheim newsletter, July 1972] 

Without loving the other three children any less, I probably regard Gugu as the 

most precious of our four children, if only because we so nearly lost her.  

The experience caused me the most pain and suffering I have ever 

endured in all my 74 years. 

It was 1980.  

Mama and Papa had just returned from a five-week trip to the United 

States to visit Vera’s mother, sister and friends.  

It was a Saturday morning when a long-standing family tradition allowed 

one of our daughters to climb into bed with us.  

This time it was eight-year-old Maria’s turn.  

As Vera hugged her, she felt a lump in her daughter’s stomach, which 

Gugu said she had noticed some time back but that it had become bigger 

while we had been away.  
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First thing Monday morning, we saw our local GP, who could not quite 

identify the nature of this lump.  

Over the next few days, we trekked from GP to specialist, from one hospital 

with a broken scanner to the next, hoping to find an answer to Maria’s 

problem.  

Eventually we were given a definite diagnosis: a growth which would have 

to be removed to check whether it was benign or malignant. 

On the Saturday before the operation, Mamma and Pappa were resting on 

their bed with open windows and doors, enjoying a perfect day, while the 

children were playing hide-and-seek outside.  

Being eight, Gugu did not have a concept of the possible seriousness of 

the impending operation and still seemed in perfectly good health.  

But as she went running past our window for the umpteenth time, giggling 

and squealing, she suddenly collapsed.  

The shock was immense. I kept on thinking: "Oh God, please don’t let her 

die! Please just zauber [magic] this all away!"  

But Vera (like most mothers) managed to act with admirable restraint and 

took charge.  

Gugu was admitted to Red Cross Children’s Hospital and Vera, supported 

by friend Colleen Schwager, stayed with her until the Monday when the 

operation was scheduled for 12 noon.  
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I could not face it.  

But I finally drove through late on Monday morning.  

I remember passing St Mary’s Anglican Church on the Braak in 

Stellenbosch just praying. 

The operation had already begun when I arrived.  

We seemed to wait forever, leaning on the air-conditioners outside in the 

corridor.  

I will never forget one nurse’s "comforting" theory on such an operation: 

if the patient comes out of theatre within two hours, fear the worst.  

It meant the doctor had opened her up, found it was too bad and simply 

stitched up the wound again without operating.  

If the operation took longer, chances of recovery were quite good.  

As a result, every time a nurse approached, we’d shrink back, trying to 

become invisible, and sigh with relief as she passed us by.  

Eventually, some three hours later, the surgeon appeared.  

Having murmured something to the effect that the growth had been 

cancerous, but Maria would be alright, he hurried on.  

In our state of tension, we had no idea what the ramifications were: was 

this good or bad, had the operation gone well, was she going to live?  
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I think it was only the fact that the doctor was world-renowned paediatric 

surgeon Dr Sid Cywes, and that we were so relieved our youngest child was 

at least still alive, that we only felt gratitude for such a brief report -back. 

We soon learned that it was far from over: two years of chemotherapy 

followed the operation.  

But Gugu was, indeed, eventually "alright".  

As a result of this extended period of pain and suffering shared, a very 

close bond was formed between Gugu and her mother.  

Such a Herausforderung [challenge] shared, builds a closeness that  is 

unmeasurable.  

For my part, all I can do is say thank you for Gugu. She is the most 

wonderful, compassionate daughter, who, with her career as a pianist taking 

her to Amsterdam, often suffers from the same undefinable sense of Heimweh 

[homesickness, nostalgia] for her home, just like her Pappa still does for his 

Heimatland.  

Welcomes and farewells are always long, drawn-out, tearful events. Her 

vulnerability shines through in all her birthday cards and e-mails.  

Because of her medical history, and the many smaller ailments she has 

suffered throughout her life – including a little growth on her left hand – Pappa 

has always called her his "second hand car" … always something wrong.  
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She is so delicate, physically as well as spiritually, we are always afraid 

she may break into a thousand pieces.  

But her health handicaps have given her a strength to always fight the odds 

- she has just turned 32 [May 2004].  

Yet beneath her wonderful glow, I think there rests the constant realisation 

of how close to death she has been.  

For her I have my own little prayer: Lieber Gott, bitte pass auf dieses Kind 

auf. Beschütze es mehr als alle anderen Kinder, denn es braucht Dich in jeder 

Form, zu jeder Zeit. 

Nicky 

“Another baby vintner born, making four little Dreckspatzen, two of a kind. 

Father dressing, feeding and transporting the other three to school, with girls’ 

blouses back to front and the son’s school tie never to be found.   

To a father, the semi-darkness of a child’s wardrobe seems total chaos, 

expecially if one includes the presence of the favourite kitten and those 

‘lovely’ little white mice!” [Excerpt from Delheim newsletter, November 1976] 

Nicky is our gentle, clever laatlammetjie.  

One day, when he was still at school (Paul Roos in Stellenbosch), he and I 

were on our way to the orthodontist at Carl Bremer Hospital in Bellville.  

We were on the N1 highway, there was heavy traffic and we got stuck 

behind a lorry transporting piglets to their final destination … the aba ttoir.  
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The driver of the lorry indicated that he was also turning onto the hospital 

off-ramp, which set the trailer swaying from left to right and the poor piglets 

struggling to stand upright.  

Tiny Nicky, who could hardly see over the car’s dashboard, turned to me 

and asked: Pappa, dink jy daai vark ies weet waarheen hulle gaan?’ 

He and Maria are the musical ones in our family.  

During one of the Sperling parents’ many overseas trips, Victor and Nora 

attended with little Nicky in tow a concert by the Drakensberg Boys’ Choir, 

performing in Stellenbosch.  

At the end of the concert the choirmaster told the audience that if anyone 

were interested in joining the school in the Drakensberg, they should come 

backstage for an impromptu "audition".  

Nicky was persuaded by his brother and sister, who were fully aware of his 

latent musical talent, to "try out".  

After a couple of false starts, Nicky finally informed the choirmaster that, if 

he didn’t stop playing out of tune, he, Nicky, would not sing!  

This was not mere precociousness – Nicky is recognised as having an 

incredible ear.  

Thus, not long after this, we were packing him into our little Volkswagen 

Beetle for the trip to the Drakensberg, where he spent three years with the 
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choir. He now works as Stage Manager and Producer for the Royal Dutch 

Ballet Company. 

“Today the family’s Sunday afternoon walk led us through dripping forests, 

over rain-drenched fields and past our little stream which, in full flood, gurgled 

happily as if to say: “See, I only dry up once a year, look how well I flow today! 

Water, water everywhere!”  

Everywhere a feeling of happiness and spring, all born of one basic 

ingredient: water. Water – the life-sustaining substance which in itself does 

not possess a gram of nourishment. My children could just not believe that 

good old water is just a carrier, a messenger to bring life to the thousands of 

ingredients which make up this world, yet in itself is nothing!” [Excerpt from 

Delheim newsletter: September 1984] 

“Two sparrows come home to roost! [Victor and Nora returning from training 

stints in Europe and America]. Now it’s up to them to improve on Pappa’s past 

endeavours to keep Delheim ON TOP! Pappa will stay around to keep an eye 

on the ever-so-healthy overdraft.” [Excerpt from Delheim newsletter, August 

1993] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

And then there is Vera           
 

Without any hesitation, she ran into the sea, dressed only in 
a tiny, see-through broekie!26 

 

It was Hans Ambrosi and his friend Dieter Meinert [uncle of winemaker Martin 

Meinert] who introduced me to my future wife Vera.  

We got engaged after knowing each other for just one week! How’s that?  

Here I ask for patience in the reading, as the episode I am about to relate, 

very longwindedly, was to be the most important of my 50 years in Africa … 

I arrived in 1951. Until 1963 my private life was, how shall I say … fun.  

I had many friends, only platonic (and sometimes unfortunately so, I must 

add!).  

After Hoheisen left the farm’s fate in my "capable" hands in 1957, I never 

considered a possible future away from Driesprong.  

The challenge to make the farm work was so all-consuming, 

so overwhelming, that investigating whether the grass was possibly greener 

on the other side never even occurred to me. 

                                                      

26 Spatz, a believer in love at first sight, recalling the moment his eyes were opened to the 

‘homely’ Dutch lady’s charms at his second meeting with Vera, at a gathering of friends in Sea 

Point.   
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I met Hans Ambrosi in 1956 and we shared a bachelor’s life, including its 

most dominant point of debate: how to find a suitable wife in this strange 

country.  

Afrikaner society’s youth were at that time vastly different to what we 

Europeans were used to. Cross-cultural communication of one’s "desires" or 

intentions was extremely difficult when body language and ways of relating to 

the opposite sex differed so greatly.  

I recall visits to the student nurses’ residence in Hofmeyr Street behind the 

Mount Nelson hotel.  

Showing little signs of a sense of humour, fun or consideration for a young 

man’s feelings, they would see me in the entrance hall and call out: Hier kom 

die Duitser! Hier kom die Duitser!  

It would spoil any attempt at romance.  

The English-speaking nurses, many of whom hailed from the Eastern 

Cape, were far more open to having some fun!  

We felt ourselves to be very strange bachelors indeed, and there were 

endless discussions on how we would ever find women to suit us.  

Hans was lucky enough to meet Helga, his wife-to-be, on his third and final 

temporary "escape" to Europe (financed by his friend Sperling!).  
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She was a stewardess on Trek Airways. What happened between landing 

and take-off on a DC 3 was anybody’s guess, but the next thing we knew 

Helga was pregnant!  

For me this was terrible news – I was to lose my companion in 

bachelorhood! All our lively debates on women came to a sudden end.  

My own search for a wife continued, though. 

I kept in touch with my family – Ami (my grandmother), my mother, aunts 

and brother Thomas (an architect in Stuttgart) and sister Annette (a social 

worker in Constance) – by taking a vacation only every two years, which 

meant I could spend an entire three months with them.  

That is a luxury unheard of nowadays. How the Hoheisens ever condoned 

such an extended absence from the farm each time, I will never know.  

Off course, these excursions were intended as opportunities to find my 

ultimate woman. And, thank goodness, the body language in meiner Heimat 

had not changed.  

There were no problems of misunderstandings or difficulties with traditions 

or language.  

There was only one obstacle: what young lady in her right mind would 

follow a Flüchtling [refugee] to the other end of the world? And a particularly 

strange place at that, with an "auntie" who might not want to make room in the 

kitchen for two!  
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I had already experienced undercurrents that made me realise Tante Del 

would not easily tolerate another woman on her werf.  

As the years passed, I became increasingly nervous about the whole thing, 

to the extent that, one day, I declared to my friends Ambrosi and Meinert: 

‘If you can find me a wife, any kind, you will receive a complimentary case, 

12 bottles, of Pinotage each year for the rest of your lives!’  

Even this generous offer brought no success.  

Until January 1965. 

I had just returned from another ‘safari’ to Europe, having once again been 

forced to say goodbye to yet another very suitable young lady, after even 

a final gift of a beautiful bunch of roses had failed to have the desired effect.  

Another failure, another two years before my next trip … I was  getting 

really panicky. 
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Coming back from Europe 

At Driesprong, Ambrosi phoned to welcome me "home" and invited me to 

a braai a few days later.  

This was followed by a second phone call, requesting that I pick up a Dutch 

girl who was visiting her father at nearby Koelenhof.  

On my arrival at the “father” residence, I was greeted by a tall, slim, long -

legged, self-assured young lady.  

I looked her over. She was quite attractive.  

I had always found plump, well-rounded, full-bosomed women particularly 

sexy, qualities I could not find in this instance. What I experienced here was 
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a comfortable body language created by Dutch soberness and level-

headedness. None of those initials quickened my heartbeat of love at first 

sight! 

After a braai, the young lady had to be taken back to her father’s abode.  

As I climbed into the car I could see that she was hobbling. I thought to 

myself: "Whatever she’s done to herself can’t be that bad! She must obviously 

be a bit of an hysteric."  

We said good night without making any plans to meet again.  

But fate had other plans: Der Mensch denkt – Gott lenkt! ["Man proposes, 

God disposes."]  

The following Friday, Ambrosi invited me out again. He and his cronies had 

persuaded me to sponsor the wine for some poor and hungry artists’ 

exhibition in Cape Town.  

It was hot: the thermometer must have read at least 35º C at 8 p.m.!  

I dutifully delivered the wine at the designated studio and, surprise, 

surprise, there was The Dutch Lady again.  

Ambrosi had invited her, as her father owned a gallery in town.  

After a short sojourn at the exhibition, we all moved on to an artist friend’s 

place in Sea Point, for fried chicken and some more wine.  

It was so hot, that somebody suggested we all cool down in the nearby 

sea. But who would be brave enough to "take the plunge” without a swimsuit?  
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Well, The Dutch Lady, of course!  

Without any hesitation, she ran into the sea, dressed only in a tiny, see-

through broekie. I, of course, soon joined her.  

It was just the two of us.  

Oh, oh! I thought to myself.  

This is not a good idea.  

 

This is dangerous.  

Something is about to happen.  

How can anyone ignore such natural grace, such an easygoing nature? 
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I guess that was the night the seed of our future was sown.27  

We saw each other three times during the next week. Quite by coincidence 

at a formal dinner given by Wendy Pickstone-Taylor, whose family owned 

many of the former Rhodes fruit farms in Groot Drakenstein, and who was 

blissfully unaware of the budding romance between two of her guests.  

Then an arranged visit to the seaside at Macassar … in the middle of 

a work day – we sun-bathed while a 300 hp tractor prepared virgin land for yet 

another vineyard back on the farm.  

The Dutch Lady found this quite impressive. This was real life! And then 

came the night of no return. 

The management of Lufthansa had booked a picnic at Delheim and I had to 

cater without a woman in the kitchen.  

I thought: "Anyone should be able to make sandwiches, even Dutch ladies!"  

It was late on a Sunday afternoon and the heatwave was still on.  

The mood was conducive to romance and passion.  

A charming, "hungry"’ middle-aged Lufthansa stewardess worked hard to 

convince me to share a bottle of Pinotage with her in her luxury Cape Town 

hotel room.  

                                                      

27 I subsequently found out that this "Dutch Lady" had been to School in Stellenbosch, was the 

daughter of Sepp Reinarz, the founder of the inimitable "Binnehuis", was fluent in Dutch, 

German, French, Spanish and English and was a graduate of a famous School of Interior Design 

in the Hague. 
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But poor Sperling had been nailed by The Dutch Lady.  

There was no trying to make this a win-win situation.  

I had to make a decision. By 9 p.m. it was clear.  

Miss Lufthansa ended up going back to town with her crewmates  

(I think to enjoy the proposed bottle with the pilot).  

And that was that.  

Only Hans Ambrosi and Dieter Meinert, with their wives, and the Dutch 

Lady and I were left.  

The three men gathered on the upper level of the main house, and the 

ladies sat skindering on the steps of the lower garden.  

It was still incredibly hot, with not even the slightest breeze stirring the 

trees.  

Ambrosi, however, could not keep still.  

He was bargaining on his yearly Pinotage supply.  

Sperling, he hissed, this IS your type! You have looked for years and years 

without any success. Vera the dutch lady is just the type you need: pretty, 

presentable, helpful (hinting at the sandwiches she had prepared), attractive 

AND she’s from European stock!  

Meinert fully supported this match-making.  

My reply was quite simple:  
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Boys, she is NOT my type.  

She is tall and thin and fragile.  

Absolutely not for me!  

After all these years, you two should know my taste by now.  

They simply drowned out my protestations.  

Oh, just shut up, Sperling!  

Just listen to yourself!  

If you go on like that, you’ll end up a bachelor for the rest of your life! 

Within the next hour – and with the help of more vino – I was coerced.  

It had become rather late.  

Everybody got up.  

With Tante Del’s crystal wine glasses and the last bottle of Pinotage firmly 

in my grasp, I walked out to the garden.  

The girls were sitting on a bench saying their goodbyes.  

One more step and I was standing behind Vera.  

I raised my glass and announced to the little circle of intimate friends:  

Vera, we are engaged.  

Somebody put on music, everybody grabbed their partners and we danced 

into the wee hours of the morning.  
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At some stage I took Vera aside and inquired if it was OK.  

Her answer was simple:  

If you say so, then it must be OK. 

The next day, the "new" couple felt like naughty schoolchildren caught in 

the act.  

To refresh our memories of the night before, Vera and I drove up to the 

highest point on the farm, stopped under an ancient old wild cherry tree and 

asked each other:  

What now?  

Was it just a sick joke to say we were engaged, or had we been carried by 

fate?  

I did not even know Vera’s surname!  

So I couldn’t even confirm the previous night’s "decision" with a formal 

marriage proposal!  

Eventually, after discussing the pros and cons, we made a joint decision.  

This was no joke; we meant business!  

So we rushed down the mountain and phoned Ambrosi with the good news:  

It IS on!  

He just laughed. He actually could not believe it, but was ecstatic!  

And when I finally inquired about Vera’s surname, he said.  
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You can find it in the phone book: Reinarz. Koelenhof. 

Now the most daunting task lay ahead: phoning my mother and informing 

her of the "terrible" event.  

Before I could elaborate, she voiced her suspicion that I had returned to 

South Africa after my last (unsuccessful) "wife-hunting" expedition to Europe, 

only to be told by a desperate local farmer’s daughter that she was pregnant 

and I had to marry her!  

How wrong could she have been!  

Vera had barely had time to recover from our first few meetings, let alone 

become pregnant!  

The wedding was delayed for some time because I had to finish the harvest 

and I had promised my mother to get married at "home".  

So we had to fly to the Bodensee.  

All went well, despite my mother’s recommendation: “Marry any 

Ausländerin as long as she is not Dutch!”  

What irony.  

Well, sorry Mamma, but I have been happily married to The Dutch Lady for 

the past 40 years! 

Vera is a combination of Artistic Director, Imaginer General and 

Homemaker-in-Chief at Delheim.  
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Her family started the famous Binnehuis interiors shop in Stellenbosch. 

An interior architect by training, Vera was the one who designed our tasting 

room and the entrance to Delheim with its shop.  

However, her artistic and practical influence has been felt all over the farm, 

wherever new buildings or re-designing has been necessary. And this 

includes the cellar.  

Her wonderful imagination allows her to see the potential of the farm 

beyond just the vines.   

She was the one to think up the idea of using the lees (either fresh or 

frozen) for face packs which were successfully marketed for a few years.  

Even the snail scourge in the vineyards was turned into a commercial 

venture: snails gathered in spring are turned into snail pâté, snail soup and 

a spicy Mexican snail dish offered seasonally on the Delheim restaurant 

menu. 

Vera and I have had our hiccups and we still fight, but somehow the bond 

has always been strong enough to last. I guess having four children has 

played a huge role. They have kept us together, for better or worse.  

But time and a deep mutual understanding have also saved many 

a delicate situation. My relationship with Vera has had to weather many 

a storm. 
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The first major obstacle after our marriage was working out a role for my 

new young wife on a farm which had always, essentially, been viewed by my 

Tante Del as "her" turf.  

Del Hoheisen was 45 when I married Vera. For nearly 15 years, she had 

been more to me than just an aunt: she had fought and had worked like 

a slave to keep the farm, not only for herself but for me too.  

I had come to South Africa with nothing and Deli had given me a new home 

and a belief in myself that I could make a success of Delheim.  
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She had also entrusted me with her entire future. Her husband had effectively 

"dumped" her on the farm, physically and financially.  

With an "absent" husband, and no children, her beloved Driesprong 

became her refuge. She could, and did, live on the smell of an oil rag to prove 

to Hans Otto Hoheisen, to herself, to everyone, that she could make it. And in 

me she had found an ally. 

Now her ally had found a new ‘partner’. And it was another woman, nearly 

half her age, with whom Del would have to share "her" kitchen, "her" house, 

"her" werf!  

During my speech at our wedding, I, perhaps insensitively, referred more to 

that other influential woman in my life – my beloved grandmother, Ami – than 

to my young wife.  

I think it was because all my life I had admired Ami, her tenderness, her 

elegance, her serenity, the way she managed to seem somehow removed 

from the daily drudgery of household chores.  

Was it not perhaps that I had recognised in Vera those same qualities 

which I had admired in Ami!  

We bluff ourselves in thinking that we are masters of our behaviour – 

a golden thread is woven into our destiny which guides us throughout our life! 

That same golden thread which brought me to Vera, has guided me in all 

other decisions in those wonderfull years. My forte: try something new and 

different, be the first, irrespective of the reward – least of all monetary.  
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The best proof of this: the huge overdraft I still sit with after five decades of 

hard work!  

The art of surviving such a predestined modus operandi is not to fight the 

golden thread but to make the most of it by being true to oneself. 
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Conclusion  -  

Africa: What did it give me? 
 

 

 

 

 

After half a century in one place, one country, one continent, one tends to 

take stock. Was it a good deal? Did I waste my life? Did I make the most of it? 

Could I have done better? 
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I, Michael Sperling, arrived in South Africa on 19 April, 1951, with nothing.  

Today, 52 years later, I have one wife, four children, three farms – each 

one more beautiful than the other … and a R3 million overdraft.  

Moreover, I have a thriving business that, after 50 years, still tries to make 

a decent profit.  

So, was it all satisfactory – and satisfying?  

Was it worth the numerous battles fought over land and business 

ownership, the stress of financial risk, the angst caused by nature’s 

capriciousness (winds and fires)? 

I can only answer: yes!  

It was a total, embracing success.  

Why? Africa, even today, has given me so many opportunit ies to prove to 

others, and myself, that I am worthy of the task.  

I have earned my place the hard way, whether it be to create 

a "Spatzendreck" or construct 10 km of mountain road to service the best-

tended pine forest in the Cape Peninsula.  

All was established by my own initiative and commitment, with the help of 

those who loyally worked with me.  

Where in the world could a youngster without any substantial formal 

training get so far?  
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Of course, some brains were necessary. But the environmental possibilities 

are still far more important to accomplish set goals. 

This environment included the social acceptance I experienced from the 

very outset.  

When in the early days the Hoheisen’s went to black-tie functions, Sperling 

was dragged along, dressed in suits which had become too tight for Hans – 

God bless Hans for "expanding" over the years, thus guaranteeing me 

a supply of formal attire.  

Where else but in Africa could I have buried my mistakes and, even though 

most of them were known to my friends and fellow winemakers, still be 

accepted into the winelands social circle?  

This was probably one of the main reasons why I remained in South Africa.  

Among these "pioneers", there was no such thing as class or social stigma.  

In Germany I would have been slotted into a category and would probably 

have remained there my entire life.  

Exposure to other races and languages broadened my attitude 

considerably.  

Working with and involving myself in the lives of my Cape Coloured 

workers, I realised how many handicaps a mixed race has to cope with.  
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A so-called coloured person could have a dark brown skin, or an almost 

white one and they were always being discriminated against by the so-called 

"pure" races like the Whites, Zulus or Xhosas.  

Yet the "Capies" used their incredible sense of humour to overcome the 

inherent complexities of their multi-cultural background. Their pertinent, 

colourful vocabulary sets them apart as unique beings and once you 

understand them and accept their differences, you will never forget them. 

As a Cape wine farmer, I had little contact with the many different 

indigenous nations in South Africa and now regret never having learnt an 

African language.  

I realised much too late that language is the essential tool required to really 

understand a person.  

This is especially true in the relationship between white and black, because 

of the deeper meanings and many nuances of the native tongues.  

The slightest change in tone or pronunciation can cause many 

misunderstandings.  

Among the white people in South Africa, I came to appreciate the 

Afrikaaner the most.  

Probably because they, like me, do not have their own Heimat.  

This was very obvious during the Apartheid years when a British or German 

passport became a sort of life insurance.  
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Because it is of little use elsewhere in the world, the language of the 

Afrikaaner limits his mobility.  

Having had no tradition of wine in my family and having lost all our land 

and possessions in Europe – if I had had a choice of making a new beginning 

I would have wanted to join the wine industry again.  

Take the fruit farmer, for instance. What a hyper-critical business it is. 

Every apple, every pear, every plum has to be perfect, big and shiny to please 

the eye of the consumer.  

In the wine industry, the more rotten the grapes (if they’re botrytised), the 

scarcer the liquid, the higher the price!  

One may eat an apple, even two, and never get high. But after a second 

glass of wine, the world becomes a friendlier place and the problems smaller.  

For the family, nothing could better life in Africa. 

The environment, from mountains to sea, offers any number of healthy, 

outdoor activities. 

And there is enough sun to make us appreciate the shade.  

We can eat apples all year round and the cost of living is still bearable. 

It has been a good life. But it is time to  move on and make room for the 

next generation to take on the challenges and enjoy the bounty of wine 

farming at the southern tip of this fair continent. 
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                                                                                             to be continued …  

 


